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Kuantan-Kerteh Railway Project (KKRP) is a 72 km single track link owned by 
PETRONAS that provides a container shuttle service for refinery products in the fast-
growing Eastern Corridor petrochemical hub. Upon completion, several failures, 
including slope stability, erosion and settlement have been noticed along several 
stretches of the project. As a result, the track is nuder-utilized and the speed of the 
train had to be lowered well below the design speed. An investigation was initiated by 
the owner to study this problem and to put forward counteractive actions. This study 
ultilised the Piezocone Penetration Test, and the Revised Universal Soil Loss 
Equation (RUSLE) for the assessment of soil profiling and erosion. In this report, the 
outcome of the investigation and suggested remedial actions between CH 26+ 325 to 
CH 27+000 are presented. Additionally, a feasibility study of the suggested remedial 
actions is also presented. 
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CHAPTER 1 -INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background of Study 
PETRONAS, the major investor in the number of petrochemical ventures recognizes 
the need for a good container port like Kuantan Port to be linked to Kerteh 
Petrochemical Integrated Complex, in order to facilitate traffic generated from the 
petrochemical ventures. Kuantan-Kerteh Railway Project (KKRP) is a 72 km single 
track link that provides a container shuttle service for refinery product in the fast-
growing Eastern Corridor petrochemical hub (See Appendix A). Upon completion, 
several failures, including slope stability, erosion and settlement have been noticed 
along several stretches of the project. As a result, the track is under-utilized and the 
speed of the train had to be lowered well below the design speed. The analysis is to be 
conducted via engineering forensic approach 
Forensic engineering is a multi-disciplinary procedure for investigating and reporting 
the cause of engineering problems. It is established on the scientific method which is 
fundamental to the solution of most engineering predicaments whether they are 
related to civil, structural, mining, mechanical, chemical, or other engineering fields. 
In this particular case, knowledge in the field of Geotechnical Engineering is essential. 
The outcome of the investigative and assessment procedure is an analytical report 
which must deal with the facts and assumptions, provide a detailed analysis, and come 
to a conclusion that expresses opinion about cause of the casualty event, and propose 
a remedial action. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Upon completion of the Kuantan-Kerteh Railway Project, several failures, including 
slope stability, erosion and settlement have been noticed along several stretches of the 
project. It is required to investigate the causes of such failures, and assesses the 
proposed remedial actions. It is crucial to demonstrate a high standard of care with the 
examination of the scene, collection of the available evidentiary data, and the 
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interpretation and assessment of all the information, as every forensic engineering 
case has the potential of becoming the subject of an alternate dispute resolution (ADR) 
or lawsuit. 
1.3 Objective and Scope of Study 
The ultimate aim of the study is to propose remedial action to rectify failure along 
chainage 26+325 to chainage 27+000 ofKuantan-Kerteh Railway Project via forensic 
engineering approach. The scope of studies includes review and analyse testing 
performed along the stretch, to determine the mode of failure(s), to understand, 
review, analyse and compare suggested corrective actions in terms of feasibility and 
cost. 
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CHAPTER 2- LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY 
2.1 Piezocone Penetration Test 
2.1.1 Introduction 
A Cone Penetration Test (CPT) device consists in a cylindrical probe with a 
cone-shaped tip with different sensors that allow a real time continuous 
measurement of soil strength and characteristics by pushing it into the ground. 
According to Bruce and Richard (1981), "The Cone Penetration Test (CPT) 
provides data which may be viewed as an index to expected soil mechanical 
behaviors ... usually correlates well with Unified Soil Classification System 
(USCS) indices, and that the CPT method provides a clearer overall picture of 
in situ conditions than available with other exploration methods."(p. 209). 
According to Brouwer (2002), probing through weak ground to locate a firmer 
stratum has been practiced since 1917. Later in the year of 1932 the Cone 
Penetrometer Test (CPT) was introduced in Netherlands. The method has 
earlier been referred to as the static penetration test, quasi-static penetration 
test and Dutch sounding test. Existing CPT systems can be divided into three 
mamgroups: 
i. Mechanical Cone Penetrometers 
ii. Electric Cone Penetrometers 
iii. Piezocone Penetrometers 
Cone penetration test (CPT) provides nearly continuous readings with depth, 
potentially softer layers can be identified for companion drilling and sampling. 
Piezocone test, also known as Cone penetration test Piezocone (CPTU) is 
cone penetration tests (CPT) with additional measurement of the pore water 
pressure at one or several locations on the penetrometer surface. Cone 
penetration testing with pore water pressure measurements gives a more 
reliable determination of stratification and soil type than standard CPT. In 
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addition, CPTU gives a better basis for interpretation of the results in terms of 
mechanical soil properties such as shear strength parameters, deformation and 
consolidation characteristics. 
Cone penetrometer soundings are being employed with increasing regularity, 
especially in evaluation of soil liquefuction potential (Lew, 200 I; Martin and 
Lew, 1999; Youd and Idriss, 1997; Robertson and Wride, 1997). 
2.1.2 Mechanism of CPT 
According to ASTM D-3441, adopted in 1974, the standardized Cone 
Penetrometer Test (CPT) involves pushing a 1.41-inch (35.8mm) diameter 55° 
to 60° cone through the underlying ground at a rate of 1 to 2 em/sec. 
CPT soundings can be very effective in site characterization, especially sites 
with discrete stratigraphic horizons or discontinuous lenses. Cone 
penetrometer testing is a valuable method of assessing subsurface stratigraphy 
associated with soft materials, discontinuous lenses, organic materials (peat), 
potentially liquefiable materials (silt, sands and granule gravel) and landslides. 
Most of the commercially-available CPT rigs operate electronic friction cone 
and piezocone penetrometers, whose testing procedures are outlined in ASTM 
D-5778, as adopted in 1995. 
These devices produce a computerized log of tip and sleeve resistance, the 
ratio between the two, induced pore pressure just behind the cone tip, pore 
pressure ratio (change in pore pressure divided by measured pressure) and 
lithologic interpretation of each 2.5 em interval are continuously logged and 
printed out. 
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2.1.2.1 Tip Resistance 
Tip resistance is measured by the load cells located just behind the tapered 
cone (Figure 2.1). According to Robinson and Campanella (1986), it is in 
theory related to undrained shear strength of a saturated cohesive material, 
while the sleeve friction is theoretically related to the friction of the horizon 
being penetrated. The tapered cone head forces failure of the soil about 15 
inches (381mm) ahead of the tip and the resistance is measured with an 
embedded load cell. 
2.1.2.2 Local Friction 
The local friction is measured by tension load cells embedded in the sleeve for 
a distance of 4 inches (101.6mm) behind the tip (Figure 2.1). They measure 
the average skin friction as the probe is advanced through the soil. If cohesive 
soils are partially saturated, they may exert appreciable skin friction, negating 
the interpretive program. 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic section through an electric friction-cone penetrometer tip 
(After ASTM D3441) 
2.1.2.3 Friction ratio 
Friction ratio is specified in percentage. It is the ratio of skin friction divided 
by the tip resistance. The friction ratio is used to classify the soil either by its 
behavior, or reaction to the cone being forced through the soil. Clayey 
materials (high c, low 0) generally indicate high ratios while lower ratios are 
typical of sandy materials (or dry desiccated clays). The values usually fall in 
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the range of 1 % to 10%. However if it does fall out of the range, it seldom 
exceeds 15%. Sands are generally identified by exhibiting a ratio < I%. 
2.1.2.4 Pore Pressure 
The instrument measures in-situ pore pressure, in either dynamic mode (while 
advancing the cone) or static mode (holding the cone stationary). Piezocones 
employ a porous plastic insert just behind the tapered head that is made of 
hydrophilic polypropylene, with a nominal particle size of 120 microns 
(Figure 2.2). 
For precaution, the piezo-cell has to be saturated with glycerin prior to its 
employment. The filter permeability is about 0.01 em/sec (1 X 10-2 em/sec). 
When the test is to be carried out in dense layers, such as cemented siltstone, 
sandstone or conglomerate, the piezo filter element can become compressed, 
thereby inducing high positive pore pressures. 
However, the plastic filters do not exhibit this tendency, though they do 
become brittle with time and may need to be replaced periodically. In stiff 
over-consolidated clays the pore pressure gradient around the cone may be 
quite high. This pore pressure gradient often results in dissipations recorded 




E......,.. of • Reference Penetrometer With o Fixed Cane 
and With Friction Sleeve 
Figure 2.2: Schematic section through a piezocone head, showing the piezo-element and 
friction sleeve (After ASTM D5778). 
2.1.2.5 Differential Pore Pressure 
Differential Pore Pressure Ratio is used to assist m soil classification 
according to the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS). As the cone 
penetrates dense materials such as sand, the sand dilates and the pore pressure 
drops. In clayey materials high pore pressures may be induced by the driving 
of the cone head. If transient pore pressures are being recorded that seem non-
hydrostatic, most experienced operators will ask that the penetration be halted 
and allowed at least 5 minutes to reach its equilibrium state, so a quasi-static 
pore pressure reading can be recorded. Sometimes equilibration can take 10 to 
30 minutes, depending on the soil. In practice experienced operators try to stop 
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the advance and take pore pressure measurements in recognized aquifers and 
just above or adjacent to indicated aquacludes. 
2.1.2.6 Temperature sensor 
Temperature sensor is a great advantage of the electric cone. It has been found 
to be very practical in assessing the precise position of the zone, or zones, of 
saturation, which is of great importance in slope stability and consolidation 
studies. A temperature shift of about 6° F is common at the groundwater 
interface, even perched horizons within landslides. 
2.1.2.7 Corrected Logs 
Normally CPT rigs are well equipped with one or several automated 
interpretation programs, according to the Unified Soil Classification System. 
The most widely employed routine has been that originally developed by 
Robinson and Campanella (1986). The interpretation programs evaluate all of 
the measured properties and classify the horizon according to its behavior. For 
instance, when classifying a clayey material the interpretive programs consider 
undrained shear strength, tip resistance and differential pore pressure. A high 
differential pore pressure is assumed diagnostic of more clayey materials. 
2.1.2.8 Notes of Caution 
When the CPT method is applied for evaluating discrete low-strength horizons 
or partings, such as landslide slip surfaces, caution have to be taken. The 60° 
tip of the cone forces a passive failure of the ground in front of the advancing 
tip. 
The instrument tip senses soil resistance about 21cm (8.4 in) ahead of the 
advancing tip. This means that the tip resistance reported as "undrained shear 
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strength" is actually an average value, taken over the zone within 21 em of the 
cone tip. If the tip penetrates low strength horizons less than 21 em thick, such 
as a landslide slip surface, the tip resistance reported on the CPT log may be 
much higher than actually exists on the discrete plane of slippage, which 
maybe only a fraction of an inch thick. 
Another problem with the CPT method is that cone soundings advanced 
through desiccated clay will often be interpreted as sand or silt mixtures (by 
the computerized lithologic interpretation routine) because of recorded sleeve 
friction. 
2.1.2.9 CPT logs 
The CPT Logs are representative of the features common to electronic friction 
cones. They include raw data sensed by the cone as it is pushed through the 
ground. This data includes: Friction Ratio, Local Friction, Tip Resistance, 
Pore Pressure, Differential Pore Pressure Ratio and an interpreted lithologic 
profile (often printed out on a separate sheet, depending on which 
interpretation program is being utilized) .. 
2.2 Slope Erosion Assessment 
Several terms are used in association with the removal of soil from the land surface. 
Although there is no complete agreement in the connotations attributed to these terms, 
the following definitions are employed here. Erosion includes a group of processes by 
which earth materials are entrained and transported across a given surface. 
During a storm, raindrop falls and absorbed into the pore spaces of the soil. When the 
infiltration rate is lower than the rain intensity, or when these pore spaces become 
saturated, the raindrops will flow down the slope. As the water flows, it will carry 
with it soil particles. This is the start of soil loss or erosion. 
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As the intensity of the rainfall increase, runoff increase, force increase and more 
material will be moved. At steeper slopes with lesser cover such as vegetation, the 
runoff flow faster and more force it will have to move material. 
Rill erosion often occurs with sheet erosion and is commonly seen in paddocks of 
recently cultivated soils following high-intensity rainfall. It is easily identified as a 
series of little channels or rills up to 30 em deep. 
Figure 2.3: Typical Rill Erosion 
Raindrops striking exposed soil detach the soil particles and splash them into the air 
and into shallow overland flows. Raindrops striking these shallow flows enhance the 
flow's turbulence and help to transport more of the detached sediment to a nearby rill 
or flow concentration. 
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Figure 2.4: Interill Erosion 
Interill is thesoil loss from a hill slope caused by raindrop impact and overland flow. 
Interill detachment is affected by the cover provided by residues and plant canopy. 
Delivery of interill sediment to the rill channels is a function of the slope, cover, and 
surface roughness. 
If rainfall exceeds infiltration, a surface film of water forms. Rill erosion results from 
a concentration of this surface water into deeper, faster-flowing channels which 
follow depressions or low points through paddocks. The shearing power of the water 
can detach, pick up and remove soil particles making these channels the preferred 
routes for sediment transport. Rill erosion is often described as the intermediate stage 
between sheet and gully erosion. 
The loss of topsoil and nutrients reduces productivity greatly, as the rema.Jrung 
subsoils are often much less fertile. Also related soil deposition off-site causes 
sedimentation of streams, darns and reservoirs, resulting in water-quality deterioration 
and damage to aquatic habitats. 
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Slope erosion, is affected by three factors, namely the amount and rate of rainfall, and 
the steepness or gradient of the slope. 
Heavy rain on a fairly even slope creates "sheet runoff." The water flows downslope 
as an even sheet. Any dips in the slope will collect more runoff water, which will be 
able to erode more strongly. If the force of this water is not stopped it will produce a 
gully. The gully will collect more and more water and cause even more erosion. 
Soil loss is that material actually removed from the particular hill slope or hill slope 
segment. The soil loss may be less than erosion due to on·site deposition in micro· 
topographic depressions on the hill slope. The sediment yield from a surface is the 
sum of the soil losses minus deposition in macro· topographic depressions, at the toe 
of the hill slope, along field boundaries, or in terraces and channels sculpted into the 
hill slope. 
Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) estimates soil loss from a hill slope 
caused by raindrop impact and overland flow (collectively referred to as "interrill" 
erosion), plus rill erosion. It does not estimate gully or stream·channel erosion. 
RUSLE is a computation method which may be used for site evaluation and planning 
purposes and to aid in the decision process of selecting erosion control measures. It 
provides an estimate of the severity of erosion. It will also provide numbers to 
substantiate the benefits of planned erosion control measures, such as the advantage 
of adding a diversion ditch or mulch. 
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CHAPTER 3- METHODOLOGY 
3.1 General 
This approach involves 2 phases, namely "Diagnostics" and "Analysis". In the 
"Diagnostics " phase, the failure mode will be identified via rules and existing 
knowledge based on data collected, such as site investigation reports, while in the 
"Analysis" phase, the remedial options will be studied to determine the appropriate 
solution to the problem. 
This approach, being dependent only on data analysis, required no bench-scale 
experiments to be conducted for identification of the problem. Furthermore, such an 
approach being algorithmic in nature, involve less expenditure in terms of monetary 
as no costly site or laboratory procedures is adopted. However, a site visit is 
















Figure 3.1 Methodology 
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3.2 Soil Stratigraphy Determination Method 
The Piezocone is a very useful and valuable application in Stratigraphy and 
characterization. This in-situ test is most superior to any existing method because it 
provides a continuous profile of the soil and is relatively inexpensive. More test 
locations can be done providing a closer interval for visualization of the soil 
conditions. In this study, the Piezocone test results are used to supplement the limited 
number of boreholes. 
Using raw data, characteristic soil description can be determined. Average Piezocone 
parameters at one standard deviation from selected layers are plotted on profiling 
charts. 
Essentially for clays and silts, Piezocone is undrained thus measurement of Pore 
Pressure is important since the rate of Pore Pressure Dissipation is a key to 
classification. However, due to the uncertainty of the parameters, the more 
conservative charts being adopted in this study are Figure 3.2 The Robertson & 
Campanella Soil Classification from Cone Penetrometer (1983) and Figure 3.3 The 
Schmertmann Profiling Chart (1978). 
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Figure 3.2 Soil Classifications from Cone Penetrometer (Robertson and Campanella 1983) 
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Figure 3.3 The Schmertmann Profiling Chart (Schmertmann, 1978) 
Robertson and Campanella (1983) suggested that profiling charts are still global in nature 
and other factors should be considered while using it as a guide to define soil behavior 
type. The factors that will influence the soil classifications are change in stress history, in 
situ stresses, density, stiffuess, macrofabric, mineralogy and void ratio. 
Due to constraint and limited resources, the factors mentioned cannot be justified. 
Therefore a comparison between the two mentioned charts is carried out to determine its 
suitability and accuracy for the project site. 
According to Fellenius and Eslami (2000), most of the CPT methods are locally 
developed, that is, they are based on limited types of CPT soundings and soils, and 
therefore may not be relevant outside the local area. Therefore a simple analysis is hereby 
being done to determine which classification chart is most suitable for this particular site. 
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To provide a comparison, 2 series of data were compiled where the soil profiles had been 
established independently using boreholes. The two points are CP13 and CP14 where two 
rotary boreholes, BH I and BH 2 each of20 meters depth were carried out close by (Reftr 
Appendix B). 
The results of the comparison are presented in Table 3.1. Both methods give almost the 
same degree of accuracy. Schmertmann provide an additional parameter on the stiffness 
of the material. However the results are not encouraging as is it not consistent with the 
Field Bore Log. Therefore, Robertson & Campanella Chart (1983) will be used through 
out this project. 
Table 3.1 Robertson & Campanella (1983) vs. Schmertmann (1978) Soil Profiling Chart 
Depth Thickness Robertson Below 
of & Schmertmann Layer Ground Layer Field Bore Log Campenella (1978) Surface 
(m) (m) (1983) 
CP-13 vs. BHl 
Layer I 0.00 5.35 Sandy clayey SILT Clays Organic Clays 
Loose, Coarse to fine 
Layer2 5.35 1.55 silty SAND with a little Sands Dense Sand 
fine gravel 
Loose, Coarse to fme 
Layer 3 6.90 3.90 silty SAND with a little Silty Clays Silty Clay 
fine gravel 
Loose, Coarse to fine Medium Dense Layer4 10.80 0.75 clayey silty SAND and Silty Sands Sand fme gravel 
Loose, Coarse to fine 




Layer 1 0.00 6.05 Sandy clayey SILT Clays Organic Clays 
Medium dense, coarse to Medium Dense Layer2 6.05 0.70 fine silty SAND with a Silty Sands Sand little of fine gravel 
Medium dense, coarse to Very Shell sands, Layer 3 6.75 0.30 fine silty SAND with a Sand 
little of fine gravel Limerocks 
Medium dense, coarse to Very Shell sands, Layer4 7.05 1.60 fine silty SAND with a Silty Sands 
little of fine gravel Limerocks 
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Depth Thickness Robertson Below 
of & Schmertmann Layer Ground Layer Field Bore Log Campenella (1978) Surface 
(m) (m) (1983) 
CP-14 vs. BH2 (con't) 
Layer 5 8.65 0.65 Medium stiff, sandy Sands Very Shell sands, 
clayey SILT Limerocks 
Layer6 9.30 1.70 Stiff, sandy clayey SILT Sandy Silts Clayey Sand & 
with traces of fme gravel Silts 
Layer 7 11.00 1.15 Medium stiff, sandy Silty Sands Medium Dense 
clayey SILT Sand 
Layer 8 12.15 1.35 Stiff, sandy clayey SILT Silts Sandy & Silty 
with traces of fme gravel Clays 
13.50 
We know that the CPT procedure is often capable of detecting discrete horizons that 
would normally be missed using drive samples at specific depth intervals. According to 
Fellenius and Eslami (2000), the CPTu is an excellent tool for the geotechnical engineer 
in developing a site profile. Naturally, it cannot serve as the exclusive site investigation 
tool and soil sampling is still required. However, when the CPTu is used to govern the 
depths from where to recover soil samples for detailed laboratory study, fewer sample 
levels are needed, reducing the costs of a site investigation while simultaneously 
increasing the quality of the information because important layer information and layer 
boundaries are not overlooked. 
In 1965, the pioneer Begemann, had made the first attempt to produce soil profil from the 
CPT, showing that, while coarse-grained soils generally demonstrate larger values of 
cone resistance, and sleeve friction, than do fine-grained soils, the soil type is not a strict 
function of either cone resistance or sleeve friction, but of the combination of the these 
values. 
By using the Robertson & Campanella Chart (1983), CPT data for Row 1 and Row 2 as 
shown in attachment are classified and a profile of the long section is plotted (Figure 3.4). 
This method will be refined and used to produce long sections, as well as cross sections 
for the remaining CPT data for further assessment. 
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Figure 3.4: Typical Soil Profile 
Schneider, Peuchen, Mayne & McGillivray (2001) concluded that classification based on 
the Robertson et al. (1986) soil behavior type charts shows some minor discrepancies 
when compared to visual classification. From their work, it can be seen that it is inferred 
from the relatively high friction ratio values that the soils contain a significant amount of 
fine grained particles, but soils are visually classified as sandy materials. 
Despite the fact that it is difficult to assess whether a soil is sandy silt or silty sand, 
classification based on the charts tends to predict that the soils have a more clayey 
behavior than is assessed from essentially drained construction induced loading. High 
lateral stresses locked into the residual soil structure may be leading to a greater increase 
in friction ratio than that which is typically associated with over consolidation. 
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3.3 Slope Assessment 
The Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) is a set of mathematical equations 
that estimate average annual soil loss and sediment yield. It is derived from the theory of 
erosion processes, more than 10,000 plot-years of data from natural rainfall plots and 
numerous rainfall-simulation plots. It retains the structure of its predecessor, the 
Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE). 
The science of predicting soil erosion and sediment delivery has continued to be refined 
to reflect the importance of different factors on soil erosion and runoff. The Revised 
Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) has improved the effects of soil roughness and 
the effects oflocal weather on the prediction of soil loss and sediment delivery. 
This method is used to estimate the severity of soil loss and sediment yield from 
disturbed-land surfaces and to select appropriate on-site erosion-control strategies. These 
strategies are designed to protect soil resources so that their quality and quantity are 
maintained over the long- term, to provide short-term erosion control while the long-term 
erosion-control measures become established. A well planned and engineered erosion 
control and/or water management plan will alleviate many concerns about construction 
site erosion. 
The basic principles governing soil losses due to raindrop impact, overland flow, and rill-
erosion processes (removal of soil by concentrated water running through little streamlets) 
remain the same for all land uses where the soil or surface material is exposed. 




A= Average annual soil loss in tons per acre per year 
R = Rainfall factor 
K = Soil erodibility 
LS =topographic index (length slope) 
C = Cover-management 
P = Support practice 
The rainfall factor (R) in Eq. 3.1 is an expression of the erosivity of rainfall and runoff at 
a particular location. Its value of R increases as the amount and intensity of rainfall 
increase. Analyses of data indicated that when factors other than rainfall are held constant, 
soil loss is directly proportional to a rainfall factor composed of total storm kinetic energy 
(E) times the maximum 30-min intensity (ho) (Wischmeier and Smith, 1958). The desired 
numerical value of R is the average annual sum of Eho for storm events during a rainfall 
record of at least 22 years. Erosion Index represents the energy and intensity. The energy 
component is related to the size of the raindrops while the intensity is the maximum 
intensity measured in inches per hour. Erosion Index is frequently illustrated in graphs by 
showing the percent of occurrences within a period of days or months. From the index, 
one can determine the period when the most intense storms are likely to occur. In some 
circumstances where only Aunual Precipitation (Pa) totals are available to make estimates 
of the R factor, RUSLE users are referred to Renard and Freimund (1994). The procedure 
provided is only used as a last resort when there is no other alternative. For Pa > 850mm, 
Renard and Freimund suggested the following equation derived based on data from 155 
stations in the United States. 
R = 587.8- 1.249Pa + 0.004105Pa2 (3.2) 
Referring to Eq. 3.1, K is the soil erodibility factor. The value for the subsoil condition, 
usually encountered in construction sites, can be determined based on soil texture 
(relative percent of sand, silt, and clay). However, K values for subsoils are not always 
available. Approximated K values for some representative soils on construction sites can 
be used based on previous similar case. K value can be obtained from table below. 
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Table 3.2 Approximate values of factor K for USDA textual classification 
Texture Class Organic Material Content 
<0.5% K 2%K 4%K 
Sand 0.05 0.03 0.02 
Fine sand 0.16 0.14 0.10 
Very fine sand 0.42 0.36 0.28 
loamy sand 0.12 0.10 0.08 
Loamy fine sand 0.24 0.20 0.16 
Loamy very fine sand 0.44 0.38 0.30 
Sandy loam 0.27 0.24 0.19 
Fine sandy loam 0.35 0.30 0.24 
Very fine sandy loam 0.47 0.41 0.33 
loam 0.38 0.34 0.29 
Silt loam 0.48 0.42 0.33 
Silt 0.60 0.52 0.42 
Sandy clay loam 0.27 0.25 0.21 
Clay loam 0.28 0.25 0.21 
Silty clay loam 0.37 0.32 0.26 
Sandy clay 0.14 0.13 0.12 
Silty clay 0.25 0.23 0.19 
Clay 0.13-0.29 
Source: Table 12.9, Oweis & Khera, 1998 
The effect of topography on erosion is accounted for by the LS factor Eq. 3.1. It combines 
the effects of a hill slope-length factor, L, and a hill slope-gradient factor, S. L is the 
horizontal length of slope measured in feet It is the point of origin where water will begin 
flowing down the slope to the point where concentrated flow begins, such as where water 
flows into a ditch, or deposition occurs and water disperses. It is measured and calculated 
from the As Built Drawings. S is the slope gradient and represents the effect of slope 
steepness on erosion. Slopes may be uniform, concave (flattening toward the lower end) 
or convex (steepening toward the lower end). If the slope is concave, the LS factor will be 
slightly lower. If convex, then the LS will be slightly higher. Generally, as hillslope 
length and/or hillslope gradient increase, soil loss increases. As hillslope length increases, 
total soil loss and soil loss per unit area increase due to the progressive accumulation of 
runoff in the downslope direction. These factors are interrelated and the LS factor can be 
obtained from the following table. 
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Table 3.3 LS values for freshly prepared constructed and other highly disturbed soil condition 
with little or no cover. (Source: Institute of Water Research, Michigan State University, 2002.) 
Slope Slope Length (ft.) (%) 
<3 6 9 12 15 25 50 75 100 150 200 250 300 400 600 800 1000 
0.2 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
0.5 0.07 0.07 O.Q7 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.13 
1 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.1 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.27 
2 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.16 0.21 0.25 0.28 0.33 0.37 0.4 0.43 0.48 0.56 0.63 0.69 
3 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.21 0.3 0.36 0.41 0.5 0.57 0.64 0.69 0.8 0.96 1.1 1.23 
4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.26 0.38 0.47 0.55 0.68 0.79 0.89 0.98 1.14 1.42 1.65 1.86 
5 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.31 0.46 0.58 0.68 0.86 1.02 1.16 1.28 1.51 1.91 2.25 2.55 
6 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.36 0.54 0.69 0.82 1.05 1.25 1.43 1.6 1.9 2.43 2.89 3.3 
8 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.45 0.7 0.91 1.1 1.43 1.72 1.99 2.24 2.7 3.52 4.24 4.91 
10 0.35 0.37 0.38 0.39 0.4 0.57 0.91 1.2 1.46 1.92 2.34 2.72 3.09 3.75 4.95 6.03 7.02 
12 0.36 0.41 0.45 0.47 0.49 0.71 1.15 1.54 1.88 2.51 3.07 3.6 4.09 5.01 6.67 8.17 9.57 
14 0.38 0.45 0.51 0.55 0.58 0.85 1.4 1.87 2.31 3.09 3.81 4.48 5.11 6.3 8.45 10.4 12.23 
16 0.39 0.49 0.56 0.62 0.67 0.98 1.64 2.21 2.73 3.68 4.56 5.37 6.15 7.6 10.26 12.69 14.96 
20 0.41 0.56 0.67 0.76 0.64 1.24 2.1 2.86 3.57 4.85 6.04 7.16 8.23 10.24 13.94 17.35 20.57 
25 0.45 0.64 0.8 0.93 1.04 1.56 2.67 3.67 4.59 6.3 7.88 9.38 10.81 13.53 18.57 23.24 27.66 
30 0.48 0.72 0.91 1.08 1.24 1.86 3.22 4.44 5.58 7.7 9.67 11.55 13.35 16.77 23.14 29.07 34.71 
40 0.53 0.85 1.13 1.37 1.59 2.41 4.24 5.89 7.44 10.35 13.07 15.67 18.17 22.95 31.89 40.29 48.29 
50 0.58 0.97 1.31 1.62 1.91 2.91 5.16 7.2 9.13 12.75 16.16 19.42 22.57 28.6 39.95 50.63 60.84 
60 0.63 1.07 1.47 1.84 2.19 3.36 5.97 8.37 10.63 14.89 18.92 22.78 26.51 33.67 47.18 59.93 72.15 
Again referring back to Eq. 3.1, C is the factor to reflect the planned cover over the soil 
surface. The C factor accounts for the influence of soil and cover management on erosion. 
Different cover types have different C factors, and impervious cover has a C factor of 1 
because no water can penetrate through it. Table 3.4 shows the values of typical C factor. 
For this study, a typical value of 0.01 is being used for permanent seedings after 12 
months. 
Pin Eq. 3.1 is the factor that represents management operations and support practices on 
a construction site. The P factor reflects the impact of support practices and the average 
annual erosion rate. In this study the P factor was set at 1 and assumed to be constant due 
to the very small size of the study area. 
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Table 3.4 Typical C factor values 
(Source: Oweis & Khera, 1998) 
Condition 
Bare soil condition 
Freshly disked, 6-8 in. 
After one rain 
Loose, 12 in. thick 
Smooth 
Rough 
Compacted bulldozer scraped up and down 
Sarre except roots raked 
Compacted bulldozer scraped across slope 
Rough irregular tracked in all directions 
Seed and fertilize fresh 
sarre afler 6 months 
Compacted fill 




Hydromulch (wood fiber slurry), fresh 
.1 000 lb/acre 
:1400 lb/acre 
See dings 
Terrparary, 0-60 days 
After 60 days 
Perrrenent, 0-60 days 
2-12 months 
After 12 months 

























CHAPTER 4- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Site Observation 
Various visual inspections and reconnaissances at the project site were conducted to 
gather information. The information assembled was obtained and used to facilitate the 
study of this Final Year Project. 
Drawing No. AC/8898047/28/GIMP/009-ST provided in Appendix A shows that initially 
unsuitable material of about 2 to 2.5 meters thick are to be removed and replaced with 
suitable fill or granular material prior to the construction of the embankment. 
The constructed embankment was covered with poorly grown hydro seeding. It is noticed 
that the slope surface are seriously eroded and gullies and holes of various depths and 
extent were formed. See photoCJ and C2. 
Simultaneously the separation of Ballast/Subballast occurs, resulting in widely noticed 
scars as shown in Photo C3. 
On the west side of the embankment between CH 26+675 to CH 26+325 concrete drain is 
completely silted to the extent that some vegetation have grown into it as shown in Photo 
C4. Cracks were also noticeable along the drain. 
4.2 Failures Encountered 
The failure encountered in this site can be categorized into the followings: 
1. General erosion of the slope resulting in scars and gullies 
n. Erosion of the toe of the embankment 
iii. Excessive settlement of the formation. 
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4.3 Assessment of Cause of Failure 
Initial assessment suggests that these failure were due to improper drainage, improper 
slope protection, probable weak fill material within the embankment slope, improper 
compaction of the replaced material and improper compaction of the side slopes of the 
embankment. 
4.3.1 Piezocone Penetration Test 
A total of thirty three numbers of Piezocone Penetration Test were carried out to 
assess the failure as shown in Appendix D. The tests were carried out at the toe of 
the embankment, on the slope, and at the ballast formation. One piezocone each 
was taken close to BH 1 and BH 2. The tip and friction resistances, friction ratio, 
pore water pressure and pore pressure ratio are measured at intervals of 50mm 
vertically. 
Row 1 and Row 5 (Appendix D) are located at the toe of the embankment. The Tip 
Resistance vs. Depth plot reveals that approximately the top 5 meters of the 
material are low in shear strength and high in compressibility. Conclusion can be 
made that the 2.5 meters ground improvement work (replacement and compaction) 
was not appropriately conducted as required. 
Row 2, Row 3 and Row 4 sit on the slope of the embankment and the ballast 
formation, suggested that the layer of material are comparatively higher in shear 
strength and lower in compressibility. Yet, when we look at CP-21, CP-24 and CP-
27 in Row 1, as well as CP-2, CP-5, CP-8, CP-13, CP-16 and CP-22 in Row 3, it 
does not show a consistent pattern which may suggest that there are no proper 
compaction control during the construction phase. 
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We suspect that the use of non granular material may contribute to the above. 
Interpretation of the soil profile had been carried out and the cross section and long 
section profiles are attached in Appendix E. 
The profile suggested that the materials used are mostly clay in nature. It shows 
that the Remove and Replace procedure was done with cohesive material rather 
than granular material. 
4.4 Assessment of Slope 
Erosion-control measures have become standard operating procedures on many mined 
lands and construction sites resulting in long-term stabilized areas, reduced sediment 
basin clean-out costs, and reduced potential off-site impacts. Consideration of selection 
can whether be leaving the soil surface in a roughened state, using mulch or a temporary 
cover crop, contouring, and terracing, or establishing sustainable vegetation. With 
RUSLE the benefits of these and other erosion-control measures can be estimated and 
alternative reclamation plans can be readily compared. 
The RUSLE is applied to estimate the soil loss rate for this study site and the results are 
summarized in Table 4.1. 
The C factor is obtained from Table 3.4. Permanent seedings after 12 months bear a 
typical value of 0.01 for the site. The P factor was set at 1 and assumed to be constant due 
to the very small size of the of the study area. R was computed based on the Eq. 3.2 with 
an Annual Precipitation of 2694.5mm computed from raw data. Conversely, K value is 
obtained from Table 3.2. Table 3.3 is ultilised to acquire the LS factor corresponding to 
the typical 1 :2 slope gradient and respective slope length at each cross section. 
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Table 4.1 Computation of soil loss in tons per acre per year 
East West 
Cross Chainage c p R K Height of Length of A=RKLSCP Height of Length of Section A=RKLSCP Slope (m) Slope (in.) LS (tonne/acre/year) Slope (m) Slope (in.) LS (tonne/acre/year) 
1 26340 0.01 1 27026.03 0.05 5.169 455 0.12 1.622 4.503 396 0.11 1.486 
2 26425 O.G1 1 27026.03 0.05 5.424 477 0.12 1.622 4.291 378 0.11 1.486 
3 26512 0.01 1 27026.03 0.05 4.343 382 0.11 1.486 3.756 331 0.11 1.486 
4 26600 0.01 1 27026.03 0.05 2.758 243 0.10 1.351 4.209 371 0.11 1.486 
5 26635 0.01 1 27026.03 0.05 3.467 305 0.11 1.486 3.896 343 0.11 1.486 
6 26725 0.01 1 27026.03 0.05 3.619 319 0.11 1.486 3.392 299 0.10 1.351 
7 26850 O.Q1 1 27026.03 0.05 2.333 205 0.10 1.351 2.798 246 0.10 1.351 
8 26925 0.01 1 27026.03 0.05 2.955 260 0.10 1.351 2.079 183 0.10 1.351 
9 26975 0.01 1 27026.03 0.05 1.338 118 0.09 1.216 2.136 188 0.10 1.351 




Soil erosion risk was modeled within CH 26+340 and CH 26+975 of Kuantan Kerteh 
Railway Project, integrating the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE). The 
quantitative data of predicted soil loss in each parameters (LS, R, K, C) was utilized to 
quantifY data to identifY areas that are the most susceptible to soil erosion within the 
study area. 
Almost bare soils with clay contents ranging from moderate to high were estimated to 
have very high erosion. They showed higher values in slope-length. Some areas of lower 
elevation showed lower erosion risk. This is because bare soil induces high erosivity 
values, and high indices of erodibility. 
Approaching the bridge abutment of Rail Over Sg. Air Jernih, the east side of the 
embankment between CH 26+ 340 to CH 26+425 (Cross Section 1 to 2) was considered to 
be at high risk with estimated soil loss of 1.622 tonne/acre/year. These sections recorded 
the highest embankment height of 5.4m within the study area with poor cover at the toe as 
shown in Photo C-6. 
Conversely, the west side of the embankment of the same chainages with lower 
embankment height documented a lower estimation of soil loss, sum up to 1.486 
tonne/acre/year. This is further verified by observing Photo C-7, it clearly shows that the 
erosion were minor to compare the east side. 
On the other hand, slopes between CH 26+512 and CH 26+925 are exposed to moderate 
risk of erosion. 
East slope at CH 26+975 in contrast, as shown in Photo C-8 marked the least estimation 
of soil loss amonnting to 1.216 tonne/acre/year. The height of the embankment at this 
stretch is the lowest of all. 
Generally, based on the computation, total soil loss on the east side is 12.972 
tonne/acre/year compare to 12.837 tonne/acre/year on the west. We can say that the 
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erosion on the east side of the embankment is more severe and often occurs at localized 
spots explicitly at CH 26+340 to CH 26+425 and CH 26635 to 26+725. 
Then again, the west side of the embankment endures consistent erosion alongside CH 
26+340 to CH 26635 of the alignment. This can be clearly witnessed in Photo C-9 to 
Photo C-15. Based on the visual surface mapping, we can conclude that the actual erosion 
demonstrated on the west side is actually more severe than the east side. 
To explain the discrepancy on the above, the RUSLE is being observed. Consequently, 
based on the equation, we can conclude that as embankment height increases, length of 
slope increases, soil loss increases. Total soil loss and soil loss per unit area increase due 
to the progressive accumulation of runoff in the downslope direction. 
Supplementary to the embankment height, the RUSLE does not consider the itinerary of 
the raindrops during a storm that is believed to contribute to the different degree of 
erosion. Extent of the erosion is severe when the rain hits the slope on an upright angle as 
illustrated in Figure 4.1. On the contrary, the slope plane which is parallel to the rain 
itinerary does not suffer as much. 
Assuming that the raindrops actually hits the west side of the slope on an upright angle, 
would explain why the west side experienced more severe damage. In our opinion, this 
may be considered a shortcoming of the RUSLE equation which explained why the 
computed soil loss does not match the actual surface mapping. 
~ \ ~--_,_~ (est) 
Severe Erosion Minor Erosion 
Figure 4.1 Itinerary of raindrops during a storm 
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4.5 Comparison of Remedial Alternatives 
Two separate remedial actions were presented to the client to address the failure 
encountered in the stretch at hand of the KKRP railway. These two are labeled as Cosmic 
Accord Proposal and OGP Proposal respectively. The ultimate intention is to avoid 
further failure in the embankment that might affect the railway, to prevent further 
instability in the existing slopes, to improve drainage condition, and to avoid interruptions 
of track usage during reconstruction. Both are discussed in this sub chapter. 
4.5.1 Option A - Cosmic Accord 
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Figure 4.2 Option A- Cosmic Accord 
In order to reconstruct and re-grade the slopes, the following construction 
sequence was suggested. 
1. On any cross section, the rectification works should commence on one side 
of the embankment on only. 
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ii. Install temporary sheetpile wall. 
iii. Remove the slipped loose or soft unsuitable material. 
iv. Start benching based on ground profile after removal of slipped loose or 
soft unsuitable material 
v. To check he base of rockfill prior to placement of rockfill 
vi. Placement of rockfill toe wrapped around by geotextile. 
vii. Progressive suitable fill layers to be laid with proper compaction 
viii. Trimming of slope and installation of turf mattress upto the sheet pile level 
ix. Install close turfing 
x. Removal of sheet pile prior to constructing sheetpile on the opposite side 
of embankment 
xi. To fill any gap with sand after removal of sheetpile. 
Proper drainage measures, for both surface and subsurface, are essential. The 
fluctuation of water level between the lowest and the highest levels using backfill 
of fine grains will induce the build up of an excess pore water pressure, and this 
decrease the factor of safety against slip failure in the future. Therefore rockfill toe 
surrounded by filter geotextile was proposed to drain any excess pore water 
pressure. In addition, providing rock toe will reduce the length of rain travel along 
the slope over backfilled soil thus reducing the erosion. Furthermore, it acts as a 
berm for an embankment height of over 5 meters. 
4.5.2 Option B • OGP 
Figure 4.3 presents a cross section of the OGP Proposal. The following 
construction sequence was suggested. 
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TYPICAL CROSS S;;:CTJDN OF REW'DIAl SCHEH~ {CH 26500] 
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Figure 4.3 Option B- OGP 
1. Remove the slipped loose or soft unsuitable material. 
ii. Placement of approved frictional cohesive fill with Geogrid as base 
iii. Construction of retaining structure as shown in figure, complete with weep 
holes and sand base as drainage layer. 
1v. Progressive backfilling with suitable material with layers of geogrid for 
reinforcement with proper compaction. 
v. Construction of French drain connecting sand base layer to existing 
concrete drain 
vi. Construction of drainage and sump to joint up with the existing drain. 
vii. Installation of close turfing. 
As shown in Figure 4.3, retaining structure will be put up to strengthen the 
embankment. The usage of the Geogrid is intended to further reinforce the 
embankment. Drainage strip and French drain are part of the configuration to 
dissipate the pore water pressure in the embankment to prevent failure after 
construction. 
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4.5.3 Comparison between Option A and Option B 
Assuming both methods are as effective. The methodology in Option B is far more 
complicated in terms of the construction wise with anticipated longer construction period. 
Specialist contractor are required for the specialized work of Geogrid application. 
Looking at the number of items involved in the system, there is a possibility of it having 
higher maintenance cost in the future is high. 
Observing the application of the Geogrid on the narrow backfilling portion on the upper 
slope of the embankment; it is not feasible as the area is limited for the extensive usage of 
Geogrid which required a good compaction after backfilling. The materials involved in 
method B are more expensive; it involved a great deal of Geogrid. 
In contrast, Option A suggested by Cosmic Accord would be described as more down to 
earth as it does not required complicated construction techuique. It is easier to construct, 
in other words lower construction cost, which is most desirable in the construction 
industry. 
A comparison of the above methods based on quantity wise was done as computed in 
Table 4.2 and 4.3. By just looking at the similar materials in both options, it can be 
concluded that the quantity of materials required in Option B is much higher than Option 
A. This will incur an additional cost on material if Option B is to be preferred over Option 
A. 
By assembling the above rationale, Option A would be strongly recommended for the 
remedial work of the Kuantan Kerteh Railway Project. 
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Table 4.2 Bill Of Quantities for Option A- Cosmic Accord 
Item Description Unit Quantity 
Toe Drain 926 
1.01 Rockfill maximum size 200mm m3 3,826 
1.02 Wrapped around with terram 100 geotextile filter 
m2 12,585 material or equivalent 
1.03 Backfilling with suitable material m3 4,769 
1.04 Turf mattress secured by U-shaped staples m2 5,556 
1.05 Closed turfing m2 5,556 
1.06 Sealing of gap with sand m3 556 
Table 4.3 Bill Of Quantities for Option ~ OGP 
Item Description Unit Quantity 
1m thick approved frictional cohesive fill wih 2 
layers oftensar BX1 geogrid at 0.5m spacing. 
1.01 Cohesive fill m3 3,704 
1.02 Tensar BX1 Geogrid m2 7,408 
1.03 500m thick compacted sand base layer m2 3,704 
1.04 1 OOOm x 500mm thick compacted sand drainage 
strip at 0.5 m spacing m3 309 
1.05 600mm thick wall with 200m down granite rock 
fill with 1 :3 cement sand mortar. 
m 926 
1.06 300mm cube gravel fill with 75mm dia. UPVC 
weep holes at 2m c/c pipe to be wrapped with filter nos 932 
membrane on unexposed side 
1.07 Tensar BX1 geogrid at 0.5m spacing m2 9,158 
1.08 Tensar UX1 geogrid at 0.5m spacing m2 11,931 
1.09 Well compacted approved frictional cohesive fill m3 6,172 
1.10 Closed turfmg m2 8,334 
French Drain 
1.11 20mm single size aggregate wrapped with 
geotextile with 100mm dia. Perforated pipe m 564 
wrapped with geotextile 
1.12 600mm wide x 300mm deep Berm Drain m 926 
1.13 Cascade Drain m 54 
1.14 0.9m X 0.9m Sump nos 9 




CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSION 
The Kuantan-Kerteh Railway Project (KKRP) is a 72 km single track railway system 
owned by PETRONAS. It provides a container shuttle service for refinery products in the 
fast-growing Eastern Corridor petrochemical hub. Upon completion, several failures, 
including slope stability, erosion and settlement have been noticed along several stretches 
of the project. Consequently, the track is under-utilized and the speed of the train had to 
be lowered well below the design ~eed. An investigation was initiated by the owner to 
study this problem and to put forward counteractive actions. 
In this report, literature reviews were done on the Piezocone Penetration Test and Slope 
Erosion Assessment (RUSLE) to farm a basis for the study. Data were collected from 
time to time from various sources to facilitate the analysis. Furthermore, appropriate 
methodologies were chosen though a series of studies that best suit the site environment. 
Subsequently the project site condition was assessed and failures were identified. 
The failures encountered were cat~gorized accordingly and assessment suggested that 
such failures were due to improper practice in the process of constructing the 
embankment. 
The effect of rainfall on the slope erosion is considered with relevant rainfall data. 
RUSLE estimation pronounces that the erosion on the east side of the embankment is 
more severe and often occurs at localized spots. In contrast, the visual surface mapping 
shows the otherwise. The discrepancy took place as the RUSLE does not consider the 
itinerary of the raindrops during a storm that is believed to contribute to the different 
degree of erosion. This shortcoming of RUSLE needs to be overcome before it can be 
fully ultilised as the rain itinerary as well affects the slope performance. 
Last but not least, suggested corrective actions were compared in terms of feasibility. 
Two separate remedial actions, termed here as Option A and Option B were presented to 
the client to address the failure encountered in the stretch at hand of the KKRP railway. 
Comparison of the alternatives was done based on the complexity of construction 
technique and materials. Option A employed a simpler methodology with conventional 
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materials which required shorter construction time frame and lower maintenance cost in 
the long run. In contrast, Option B required a more complex methodology with advanced 
construction material incurring higher cost. Option A in all aspects clearly overruled 
option B. Consequently, Option A would be strongly recommended for the remedial work 
of the Kuantan Kerteh Railway Project. 
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CHAINAGE (m) AS-CONST. 
DEPTH 'D' WIDTH, W REMARKS 
BRIDGE CHAINAGE (m) DEPTH 'D' WIDTH 'W' REMARKS 
FROM TO (m) (m) FROM TO (m) (m) 
25200 25300 2.1 15.5 3D 9D 2.0 22.5 
25300 25400 2.0 11.5 
ALONG ROAD OVER RAIL AT CH. 15256 
410 472 2.0 22.0 
25400 25450 1.8 10.0 50 14D 2.D 17.0 
ALONG ROAD OVER RAIL AT CH. 16175 
25450 25500 1.5 9.5 465 5D5 2.0 16.0 
25650 2590D 1.D 25.5 250 26D.75 1.5 41.5 
ALONG ROAD OVER RAIL AT CH. 19672 
259DO 26107 1.D 36.5 399.25 480 1.5 39.5 
26347 265DD 2.5 37.5 480 560 1.5 . 30.5 
2650D 26675 2.D 35.5 30 100 2.0 15.0 
ALONG ROAD OVER RAIL AT CH. 20378 
26675 271DD 2.5 22.5 330.0 335 2.0 42.0 
27100 273DD 2.5 17.5 10.0 90.0 1.0 16.0 
273DD 2785D 1.5 2D.D 1.0m SURCHARGE ALONG ROAD OVER RAIL AT CH. 20815 90.D 280.0 2.0 35.0 
2855D 2S83D 1.2 37.5 280.0 460.0 1.0 20.0 
294DO 3DDDD 0.4 37.5 91.4 184.4 1.5 39.5 
------- - ALONG ROAD OVER RAIL AT CH. 24883 
428.1 18.0 412.1 1.5 1.Dm SURCHARGE 
-------
Appendix B 
Robertson & Campanella (1983) vs. Schmertmann (1978) Soil Profiling 
Chart 
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fi ~ 
! { ! ·; 
. ' ~.i 







f------{------~-----{'c-_-cc--=c=o"~------f- ,___ I I !_ ~ 
I I ~ 
; I _:. ~ 
..::',~---~-----~-----~----'·~------f-1-. 
--, 1J 
-~ -~ ;:::::: i • ' ~ ·f----1:------~----~----~C·)=--~---1-·--,,.. ~· 
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UNDING DATA IN FILE CPT176 07-16-05 16:18 
ERA TOR FRANCIS TAY 
t'4E ID 793TC 
:m C ,~CCO.RD SDN. BHD. 
'TH TIP 






















































• ''! _, 
...... : l. 2(1 
. ss l ''31 
,, (~ ! t"';-
































.. c 'i 
~- .. -.. : 
'!/, C) 
ll'/,1 
~.-: .. , 
:]!...:-
FR RATIO PCRE PR 
















































































_ 1 ·;c 
.\oi. . .! 
! ,,.. 
- L ,~10 
-1 :os 
-z. s~~ 
! • • : ... 
J.,;: 
-~- "}J 
; . ~' 
-lS3 
LOCt-)TIOti KERTEH CH26 ~ 6{1-0 
JOB No. CP-14 <4.80mR) 
;ur-
J.rl'~ INTERPRETED 
I deg SOIL TYPE 
0.0 
0.0 siity clay to cia~ 
0.0 -- 1 "''je'J s;l+ to <:i 1+y ~tav 
"; .... , • .1. ••• •• -J ! ~- '-·.. ' 


























































I alAe~- 1 
l'i\> = 1.00 Mf'o. 
F~ ra-\io ~ =!-4-9 
:JT176 KERTEH CH2f;. f;40 07-le-o.s H5: 15 
jfPTH TIP FRICTIOt~ FR RAfin PGRE PR !' P RAfiU U!C 

























































































































































































































- J' 41 
t '"''' 


















































































































176 KERTEH CH2e .. t.i4 0 PAt3E .3 
fH TIP FRICTION FR RATIO PGRE PR P P RATIO IN~ INTERPRETED 




















































































t t -~ .., 
.L.:.O •! 
102.4 





































































__ -; -')•::; 
_, . ..;,.-









































































G.0 sandy silt to clayey silt 
i)_;j silty sand te sandy silt 
~-and t(l :: .• il.~/ 5:-!n.-_! 
































\i\'.., 3.1..4· 1\o\f'a 
H< ra\lo • o .~9 
L ay01-; 
\i? ~ .<\-.10 Ml'a. 
F\2. r~ll , o A2 
T176 Y:ERTEH CH26. tAO P.';GE 4 
:PTH TIP FRICTIDH FR RATIO PORE PR P P RATIO Itlt: I!HERPRETEO 
SOIL TWt. ~t.er;:, Qc MPil rs kPa F~/Qc. t Pw k?a Pw/Qc 4 l deg 
7.05 3.91 11.7 0.30 26 0.66 0.0 -Sand to silty sand 7.-To·---"Tf-2 ____ · · ·i' c: f. -·-- ---o:w-··-·--·--·z7----~ .. ·---o~7-4_ .. ___ ,_o·.-f· ·si 1 ti .. sa~:;crto- .. s~r;ay-- .. ;;1 1 t 




? .35 Z.77 





















































































































' oo l,LL 
1.18 
l.Ji 
' ro l ,) l 
1.42 
' or L o-J::J 
1 .33 










l. i l 
0.0 silty sand to sandy silt 
0.0 silty san,j to sandy silt 
0.0 silt>~ sand to sandy siit 
0.0 -silty ·.sand to sandy silt 
0.0 silty sand to sandy ~ilt 
0.0 silty sand to sandy silt 
0.0 silty sand to sandy ~lilt 
0.0 silty sand to sandy silt 
0,0 silty sand to ~andy silt 
0. 0 silty sand to sandy silt 
Q.O :silty sand to 5andy 5ilt 
0.0 silty sand to sandy silt 
0.0 silty sa.nd to sandy :::lilt 
0.0 silty sand to .sandy silt 
0.0 silty sand to sandy si1t 
0.0 silty sand to sandy silt 
0.0 silt;; sand te: sandy .silt 
0.0 silty sand to sandy silt 
0.0 silty sand to sand:; ~,itt 
0.0 silty sand to sandy silt 
0.0 silty sand to 5ijndy• silt 
0.0 silty sand to sandy silt 
0.0 silty s-3nd to sandy silt 
0.0 sitty sand to sandy silt 
0.0 sand to silty S:FIIj 
0.0 :silty sand to s~mdy silt 
C:.O silty sand to .sanJy =ilt 
!J.O- silty Band to sand: .silt 
































-------- -----·-----··---·------ ·-· .... ~-~ ::~.?()· 3.SO l2.:l- 0.3~ 3S !.Cl G.C: :E•nd t.o Silty .~2rd iu 
0 Ct: I. '·'· 
._........ ,._,_.., 
8 .GS .~J 
S.l5 ~.52 










:; . Sf! 
~- ' 
-.----------------- ----· 




'' , . 
. ' l! 
" . ' 
L.a~ev 4 
\\~ , 1..?,-=! Mfh. 
fR ra·l\o:: 0-'30 
Layer t; 
Ti p " '4. 3S 'MPa 
F~ ta-h!l • o. 38 
176 
TH TIP 
ers Gc 1-1Pa 
'" 1.51 
.t.o 1 .2s 
.b5 1 .01 
'ili 1.0~ 







'10 3 ,4.2 
.15 3.67 
·~!'I 










.70 o .. J2 
.75 0.95 
.e.o i .o1 
.85 1.01 
. ':10 . l.G'i 
.ss 0.88 
.00 i.9~ 
. lS ' li, 1. l 't 




































" > '-l. i 
'7 ,.. 
l i ./.. 
J8.S 
"' .l 






























L, I .J 
z.ss 
' rr-















































































I deg SOIL T'i'PE 
0.0 ciayey ;:.i}t to silty clay 







silty day to clay 
si i ty clay le: cL1~· 
silt;J day to clay 
si tty day tc• ciay 
silty clay to chy 
silty clay to cloy 
clay 
0.0 silty da~,~ to clay 
0.0 clayey .silt to silty cia;; 





0.0 dcy·ey silt to silty clay 
0.0 clayey silt tu silty clay 
0.0 da/e~.: silt to silt;i clay 
O.C; clcyey ditto silty day 
0.0 claye}-' .sdt b siit:.· day 
().0 clayey silt to silty clay 
0.0 cl.:ye~ silt to silty clay 
0.0 cta~;e;; silt to silty clay 
0.0 claye~= silt to silty clay 
O.G silty cl.:~y to clay 
0.0 cla:;ey .silt to silty clay 
0.8 sandy silt t~ clayey silt 
::~.C _:.itt;; -5-S~·d t.J ·s-~nd•7: :-ilt 
.-! :·· <.< ~~)' s-~;;d to :.~qr)~: ::-::_:t 



































Tit> < 2 .{:,8 M?a 
B2 Y'b-\'\1) , 0 . '6b 
___ u ___ _ 
L 
f17f5 KERTEH CH26.640 07--16-05 lE;: lC; PAGE 6 
PTH TIP FRICTIGN FR RATIO PORE PR P P RATIO 




2 .. 10 3.10 
23.5 0.4b 
1.10 
0.0 silty sand to sand;J siit 
0.0 ailh' sand to sandy c.ilt 




Z~G~---u~ .. %-----f[-;J-----~·LBV ______ Jr-·· ----- .. ~{-Sl .. -·-··o-:tr·-cTBye~~ silt to silty cl.a}' 









~.70 0 .B7 













4fl 10. ?4 
.45 11.70 
.50 12.27 
c~ 1 c: 1::'1 
,,),J !,.} ,.__;._. 








































































































0.0 5ilty clay to clay 


















,silty clay to clay 
silty clay to clay 
silt}i clay tu day 
silty clay to clay 
~il ty day to clay 
silty cla;." t.o clay 




0.0 cL:.t~·ey slit to silty clay 
0.0 sandy silt tG ciaye;J silt 
0.0 .silty sand to sandy silt 
0.0 silty sand to sar:dy silt 




























ll~ = 3, 0'1 N\P.q 
fR ra-\n) o 3.36 
SOUHDING DATA IN fiLE CPT176 
OPEHATOR : FRANCIS fAY 
CONE ID : 793TC 
COSMIC ACCORD SDN.BHD. 
97-.f6-05 16:18 
LOCATION : Y,L~HH CH26,64~ 
,JOB No, : CP·-14 (4, 89MRJ 
20 Tll._jg_ Mr~ ~er.{S ~E.PTs-r-----1 -r .. ~--r .. ·--r-·--r--T--r-;T-·---1 
+--·-+-r 
. I .· 
.12 ~--1-----~t· ..... __ ----.. --'-- --- --\---t---+--1-t-L-f-1-t--~ -~-.. --~--- ~--- --- ·--·---~-----r---- -W---H 1 , 
. l I I I ' 
; I I .. .., i I I i 
.l ' 1----r--· .. 1- I -t:-·--·-tML . ---- -......... ·=· -· - ----L-.....,.-1 +-----f.J .. -··+·-· .. j 
'! --t"' 1 ' I'' ;"'T·.· ! l i•\ I 'I ' I I 
I 1 "' "· ' I •'''I '' .. 1 I• ' ·-. •' l· _.. ' '~'., t\.· .. , r1 ; ) ,I ., i I :' ! 
fl . .J /J. _-·.: .. I\ r\ ri'\.,J'"\ .. 1 ·~· \ \) (rl'r~ 1ri"/ 1! .r I \ 
lj ~~~-....,/ '·v·-·-r f""·.·- ...... ·"~/ ~··-.. ~ j., \..1 . ...., - I r ',./ •••· ·~~·J .. ., \.··--·· "\ ! 0 r··----~--·-····t·----4·--""'- -··--: .. ~---·-~·-···--··t-··--·, ........... .f .... --~·-··-···r- ....... -., ··--···;····-··T-·--..... , 
r 1 1 ~ A ~ l ~ D 0 'D 11 '[? l? 14 >i <• J 'I J ·0 i ;; I l•ll . . u J,.) J. , 
SOUN.DING DATA IN riLE CPT176 07·-.16-95 16:18 
OPERATOR : fRANCIS TA¥ LOCAHON : KERTEH C!126.640 
COHE ID : 793TC JOB No. : CP-14 (4,30ijl!R) 
COSM! C ACCORD SDN, BHD, 
300 FRICTION f's kPa ve .. X"s.t.ts D .. EPHl M c·-···r·· .. ·-r---,···-·-·,---r-··-1··-···-,---1--:·· .. · ... i. 
·---, .. -~--1"-I-·-~··---rj I ' 1 I I I i i 
I i I I ! ~--.. I 
240f--rl-t ~-~ +r-~--ilrl--T -1 
1 1 - ... I 
. . . j .. ,.. ....... -. .•• -~~, 
. ' ' ' ' " . rn I I I I j, I I I I 
ll!i f--.! . .........,J.. ' -- I 'I --·- ___ L.·-1-·--·-JJ+~III -1---· ····-' ---~----.... ~ !l<r II I I I; )-..: j I 1·1 1 H- ' : l··ll I ,,, .. ,, .. '\ I ' I i ,_, i I ' ', I •11 ,..! 11 , r' \ i • 1 : 1 ~ , i , 
. ,-..... J I \.1 \1 \_I I, l\..1'~ I· I j ! ';,,·All. 1ill/\/'••"l i 
J •.J .,.,"' r•, ," ' ,.., ,• I lt111, '\.~ , • • 1 
•J ' 1""" .. '• ,•, ,~ ( ·-- ,/ '' ,/ 11... I -~rA [ 91. _____ , ____ +--·-- ·---- ________ j_, ____ ,_ ... ·~·:.::L ... --.l----·- -----1·--·-· A' __ ..... .J. ......... ~-· ... 1 [j~ I 1 r I , I ~ ! r , 
9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 19 11 12 13 14 15 
SOUNDING DAT~ IN FILE CPT.176 
·OPERATO.R : FR~NCIS TAY 
CONE ID : 793TC 
COSMIC ACCORD SDN .. BHD, 
07-16-95 .16: 18 
LOCAT! ON : :KERTEH Cfl26. 64~ 
JOB No, : CP .. l4 (4.39:olRl 
20 f'R RATJO Fs/Qc X versus DEPHI H ~-----·--·-r--r-·····-1··-·-··-r··-r····--·r·--···-~-·-.. ·····: ~-·-Tl ____ T_ ---· --·-r-· 1 1 1 1 i lbr--~----r--1- 'I ~---+-·--··1·----i-Tt-~~--~ 
t ~ L __ ----- -r-i- . .. ---· ----t .......... ·----L-... J .. ___ l-----+---.J.-·-·t---· .. ~ . 
. . ~I ~' I I I I ' I I i ./1 I 11 \ I I ! 
<·. i,l: I [il ,I J 'i .~ . I I 
r,Kf ---"-'~ ~· ·~·tla 11 ' J...l.o. ' ----1-·-·-- ·--···+-.. -- ---~·---~ I 'I 'I' 'I I ~ '·,I ll' I I f u I I :I I ,r J . , ' , 
', '1'',, l \) 
' ,'1[ ··I I,·,' 1'' ' I l ~ ~ ~ l ''I ' i 
4 H~~~... __ --·-- .... _. ... -·--- .. ·---- r·-.. --............ ----· ----.. -# ___ J ----- ·1-.,~.r~-+-----~--.. -- .. : 
I 
•"' 
1 I ' J ' " '' · . I ri 1/ I , i I .•• 1 \! J \ 
' I I!' 1\ I ! 
.111 . . 1 
1 , 
1
,1 1.t·,·\'l' 1 ·\, 1· • "lt' I '{II . II ,. I ' I 
I. :,,./'r .. ~.. , , tl . • ) I ~,, 111(\'l.·, / ) I' • I ll. I_, __ L ....... l ......... __ ,_ _____ l ......... l..::. ... _J:;:,-~.:.: :-==~h. .... _ ................. : ..: .. ·-----··-~-..................... ; iJ r • • i I 1 I I ! I I . I • 
n 1 ~ 3 4 r. • '' "" lj ' 11 11 12 '" 1' ''" ll ;) ll ( 0 ' l!l ' l,.) 'j [..) 
SOUNDING DATA 'IN riLE CPT1?6 07-16-~5 16:18 
OPERATOR : FRANCIS TAV LO·CATlON : ~ERTE!l CH26.6•10 
CONE ID : ?93TC ,JOB No, : CP·-14 (4,3@MR) 
COSMIC ~CCORD SDN. B!l.D. 
400 PORE PR P111 kP.a ve:rsus DE:PHl M ~---··r-·----··-··-·~··-··---·-·,..-·- -------------··-: ~--T-1-- ---~ I I I I I 
303 ~--~----- --- ----· ..... ___ ._j_ ___ T ___ __j~--... 
1 
___ . ---r~-----.. ·~-----: 1.0i~L+---~---~--- -L~---- 7f~·-~--.. --- ... J 
I- I I I i ltj ! 
. / I ' . .tea~ - ., ____ ,.___ - ·-r-t··- 1,;_-t-t 1 ···-·--·1 
l -·· ... ----1 1 I I ·, I : - ,__ ---· j'" h r-·.- · 1 i o .. ~ ~v,....=ff-=...- -=~ --- ---+- r··: __ ] __ ._l i-L----l 
-I/ I ,., I I _, i ',• ....... 1 -r I ~ I j I 
I 
1•~: I\) /1/\" , ...-- I i I 
1
1 I .J v I I .. l.•" II. I 
-1eg l--·-·-+-~ .. -- ~~-----~----- ------ -----L----L-_J ____ J ___ ....... -----·-·t----.1.------t-~--- ... : .... ) 
ll 1 2 3 A " l 'I 0 il '11 11 1'2 l ~ 14 '" lf) 't ,J n 0 J l .. r .1. 11) ' 1\i 
9.45 
FiELD SORE LOG 
COSMIC ACCORD SIB 
Cerun Runtuh Di Projek KKRS Kerteh 





FINAL WATER LEVEL 
-GH. 26600 
ROT AR'i WASH 
P1/02 1/0 on 1/1 
N =3 
Rlr = 340/450 
I I 
UD1 Rlr=Nil · 




Rlr = 380/450 
I ! 
Rlr = 300/500 
1/1 I 112 I 2/4 
N =9 
Rlr = 380/450 
i'4/05 1/3 212 3/2 
P5/06 
P6,\J7 I 






N = 11 
Rlr = 290/450 
3/2 
1/0 I 0/1 0/1 
N =2 















gravel and root 
lillie affine gravet. 
-No sample·~ 1 . 
··;:· 
soft YeDowish brown sand)- clayey 'SILT 
gravel. 
soft Yellowish bro-.in:iiandy clayey SILT 
gravel; 
Sliff. Reddish broiJn sahay tlayey SILT wifu a 
' 
cf fine gravel. 
~ ~.· 
. Ught'gietcoarse to >ne silty SAND 
little ofi'i~~ 9ia11~l. 
Light grey coars• b fine silly SAND 
a fittle of fine gravel. 
loose. Light grey coarse· to fine silty SAl\ID 
decayed we-ad. 
C?EF.~i,TQR: SYED aAKRJ 





2.80 m. -12/6/2005 
1630 1.42 . NW 6.0 




lA ENTERPRISE F!ELD BDK.t: LUu '"'''1-'-'- -·-
~ COSMIC ACCORD SIB BOREHOLE NO BH 1 
Cerun Runtuh Di Projek KKRS Kerteh GROUND LEVa 
- CH. 26325 - CH 27000 o.r-..TE STARTED : 4/6/2005 
- CH. 26600 DATE COMPLETED 7/6/2005 
lNG Rota11Wash FINAL WATER LEVa 2.80 m. -12/6/2005 
SPT 
'I.E 152mm 152mm 152mm 1HICKNESS GROUND CASING REMf>llJ(S 
). CORJNG CORE OF LEGEND DESCRIPTION TIME W~TER DATE 
RUN RECO RATIO LAYERs lE'IE. TYPE DEPTH 
VERY 
m. m. % metre hr. min. . - m.- m 





End of borehole at20.0 m. 0930 0.96 - - t:o8/06t05 
- 1300 1.00 - - 1-08/06/05 
- 0900 1.12 - - 1-09/06/05 
- 1700 1.24 - - 09/06/05 
-
0900 1.30 - - ~ 10/06/05 
- 1700 1.44 - - 10/06105 
- 0900 1.58 - - f-11/06/05 
- 1700 2.02 - - ~11/06/05 






































































DISTURBED (D) 18) UNDISTURBED (UD] OPERATOR. SYED BAK.OJ SCALE. 
.i! 
' 1}1 CORING (C) I SUPE.::V .. !,'SOR: M. KHAIRI I CHECKED: ABO. BASHID SPT(PI 
~ f,(GEOLAB B!NA ENTERPRiSE 
--------------------------------------------~ 
ri.!:::L.lJ ~vn•- .......... 
f;· cUENTIENGINEER . COSMIC '~M "~SIB BOREHOlE NO .. BH2 
' f'ROJEGT : c-;.;;;;Runtiihfi, I l Kerteh GROUND LEV".J. ;.-::·· 
-:cH. 26325- c ;H 27000 DATE STARTED 91612005 
~ 
' L)JCAllON 
-CH. 26750 DATE COMPLETED 1116/2005 
h TYPE OF BORING 
,·.:·,"· 
ROTARY WASH FINAL WATER LEVa 4.4 2 m. - 121612005 
!,-··· 
~ SPT 
~(]II SAMPlE 152mm 151mm 15""" 1"H1CKNESS ·GROUND CASING REMARKS 
,().)NO NO. CORING CORE oF !EGBlO DESCRlPTION 1\ME · WATER OATS 
ll'fACE RUN RECO AATIO lAYERS lEVEl. TYPE DE!'TH ~ 
VERY 
""" 
m. m. .. m"" hr. min. m. m 
0.00 -- I 01 TOP SOIL 
-
-/. • Reddish brown sandy clayey"SILT with a little of 
-
- -


















with traCes of nne gravel. ~ 
1.95_ R/r = 3401450 
I I -.;. • 1-- ' 
- -










P2ID3 1/1 211 212 
~ 
.. 
... Medium sli!f.Yellooislfortiil!l~dy·clayey"SilT f-
- .-
..... 
3.45 - N=7 
-








I I ..... Medium sliff.Yeii<Mish brown sandy clayey SILT . . _, 
3.95_ UDZ Rlr = 2501500 ,. wilh a little of iine graveL 






< fittle of fine gravel . 












- - .. f-6.00 .....;_ ,. 
P4ii:l5 4/6 5/S , • Medium .dense. Grey coarse to fine silty SAND 
f-. 
. ... 615 
.., - f-6.45 ;.. N =22 
-
.. - with a little affine gravel. ,.... 










' 1-7.50 ::: P51D6 3/4 415 515 
-
.. 






















' f-9.45 _.: N=7 
- 1-r RJr = 260/450 
-
;. 
- 1-I UD3 R/1 = 40015~0 
-
Medium stiff. Grey sandy clayey SILT. 
f-
"i' .,_ ~ 
I -· li DISTURBED (D) 'g) UNOiS7UR.S=D (UD) o,t!CRA,TQR: SYEO BAKRI SCALE: 
--
J2] SPT [PI rJ CCRlNG {C) \ SUP~VlSOR: M. KHrJ.Rl CHECK...qJ: ABO. SASHlO 
























Rlr = 220/450 
212 
N=B 
Rlr = 410/450 

































Rlr = 4000/45{) 
50 Hammer rebound 
N =5{) 
Rlr=Nil 




1.5 1.5 100 
RQD=40% 
1.0 1.0 100 







FINAL WATER LEVEL 
• DESCRiPTION 








-:: -1- -1- Medium sfil!.light grey sandy clayey SILT. 
- ' -
- '} 





Sfil!. Light grey sandy cleyey SILT wilh traces of 
fine gravel. . 
-
-

























.j ; ·•· .• · ·;: · .. 
Pink spotted black GBAN!TE. · · 
. . .. -:··- ~- . 









4.42 m. -12/6/2005 
GROUND CASING REMARK: 















































:· I I :. , - ~ ~2~0-~00~---~·u_ __ _L __ _L __ _L __ _L~ __ u_.:'~.:_--,_~------------~--~1 __ J_ ____ L__l __ _l __ _ 
GPERATOR: SYEO BAK?J SCALE: 
i-------1---~-~----~--~-~-
~ CORING(C) CHECKED: ABO. SASH!O 
·'::.(,0"} , __ 
-~---
SAMPLE i~ 











































31 t I 








COSMIC ACCORD SIB 
Cerun Runtuh Di Projek KKRS Kerteh 

























































18] UNDISTURBED {UO) 
~ COR!NG{C) 





FINAL WATER LEVEL 
'DESCRIPTION 















4.42 m. -12/6/2005 
-
G~OUND CASING REI-v\AR!• 
WATER DATE 
LEVEL TYPE DEPTH 
m. m 
3.98 NW 15.0 I-W06/C 
Full . 1-11/0611 











































I SUPERVISOR : M. KHAJRI CHECKED : .ABO. BASHID ~ 






Photo C-1: Typical Slope Erosion 
Photo C-2: Typical Slope Erosion 
Photo C-3: Separation of The Ballast/Subballast From The Embankment Slope 
Photo C-4: Silted Concrete Side Drain on The West Side of The Embankment Between 
CH26675 - CH26325. 

Photo C-6: Erosion of toe at CH 26+325 (East Side) 
Photo C-7: Erosion of Abutment Slope at CH 26+325 (West Side) 

































Photo C-15: Erosion of West Slope at CH 26+325 
AppendixD 
Assessment ofPiezocone Penetration Test 







C 9 C ~ C -18 C -15 CP-12 ® C -7 C '"! c -1 
C -27 C -24 C -21 CP-10 
c<J 
(.;I ·-~u c' -22 2 ~16 CP-~IBH1 c"~ c'j~5 · c«, -2 
Cl 31 CF -28 Cl 25 C -19 
~~ c~ c9 <~ = 
CP 2 CP-141 BH2 
RAILWAY 
BALLASt 
~ 9 CP-33 SLOPE 
® 
Cl-29 C _26 Co¢
23 CF 20 C -17 C~11 C~ -9 CP~ CP-
~ I I I 
CH 26340 CH 26425 CH 26512 CH 26600 CH 26635 CH 26725 CH 26750 CH 26775 CH 26850 CH 26925 CH 26975 
G) 0 CD 0 0 CD CD ~ 0 
























.. L-T -1-~ I 
::;; L_j ____ j __ t_ _ _l__j 
LOC!T!ON: KERm Cli21.74i 




----~--""':_ __ ::::: 
;;: ~ 
's.. "' ~ 
( ~--1-- _j; f-- - I~ -- 1---f--= r;J 
-----~: 
l 
< ~ +--r· 
""· ~-1--·-. 
-





! I ::;; ___ L__ __ .. ___ j __ 
lC'"..iliON : XElTEH C~26.i7i 
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.::ERKhiDiv!ATAN KAJiCUACA lviALAYSiA. 
Records of Dai!y Rainfall P,rnount De.ta. 
-!:~;.~Jor: .. ~cspitaJ Kememan 
-~--~· 
:-:: . . -,.J:J"·.'& ;, ... 2.:...., .;, I ;11 
Monih Day Rainfall 
-::~rr:c ( 08-08 MST) 
mm ) 
L..: . .:,e:: 2DC~ 1 0.0 
.¢S.:,e: 2 ... }Ji 2 26.5 
'"'S·46S 2001 3 115.2 
.:.,;465 20C~ 4 Q.O 
,;,;. . .::c.: '22..::/, 5 !'.(', V.\.1 
.: .. SACC '""ll'"'·"""'' 6 1.7 .c..-..;_· : 
... · . ,-
~.: .... c~ 2::'0', 7 0.0 
-48465 2001 8 0.0 
4;4se 2001 9 0.0 
.t"S4SS ")(',!"\~ l..VV, 10 0.0 
49465 200'1 11 0.0 
48465 2001 12 0.0 
.;fi465 200'1 13 0.0 
49465 2001 14 0.0 
.:';S:L65 2DO'' 15 18.2 
.;,;.:,c.:: 208! 16 42.8 
,;9465 2JO·: 17 50.7 
49465 2001 18 155.6 
494E5 2001 19 133.2 
~S.:r65 20·~-, 20 21.0 
49465 I 2001 21 13.0 
4943E- 208' 22 2.0 
4S46E 2001 23 0.0 
49465 2001 24 60.5 
40 .• 5.e.S 200'; 25 0.0 
,;;;·;:.:.:.oc .2:)01 26 20.4 
i9465 200: 27 0.0 
43465 2001 28 0.0 
49465 2001 29 0.0 
49t,65 2001 30 0.0 
4S.t65 2001 31 0.0 
.:.;::.4e5 200: 2 1 0.0 
4S465 2DD1 2 2 0.0 
49465 2001 2 3 0.0 
49.::1,65 2001 2 4 0.0 
48.::55 2·JO! 2 5 9.0 
49465 2001 2 6 3.7 
49465 2001 2 7 0.0 
49465 2001 2 8 3.5 
4~465 2001 2 9 0.0 
~£465 2001 2 10 0.0 
4S4ec 2001 2 11 0.0 
..,2.::,e:: 2·2:!': 2 12 ·o.o 
,:._.,;;.,::,CE 200'i 2 13 0.0 
~-946-5 200"1 2 14 220 
4S465 200'\ 2 15 0.0 
.:;s.;es 2CJQ; 2 16 l.CJ 
48465 200'1 2 17 0.0 
Page 1 
Hospita:_r<_smaman 
~,. sar f\:1onth Dsy Rsinial: 
S:.rnc ( 08-08 MST \ 
' 
' rnm~ ~~ 
2()Q'; 18 ~S'46S 2 0.0 
'-:-9.:.,6~ 200l 2 19 2.0 
.;.;.:,.32" 2.:~> L 20 .J,.:: 
..::.2...;.2:: 2-:;C:, L 2'1 
-.-
~·._;.:.,ec 2QO-: < 22 J.O 
49465 2001 2 23 0.0 
49465 2001 2 24 1 . 1 
£,9Lf.:= 20C" 2 25 0.0 
43,:;as 20'Ji 2 26 0.0 
4S.:rec 2001 2 27 0.0 
48465 20C,'! 2 28 0.0 
49465 2001 3 1 0.0 
49465 200: 3 2 1.2 
~SACE 20cr: 3 3 0.0 
;;,,;;.::,.;35 :.::;::-: 3 4 28.3 
48465· 200'i 3 5 179.5 
49465 2001 3 6 18.5 
-",9465- 2001 3 7 7.0 
.c::·465 200'1 3 8 0.0 
43~65 200~ 3 9 18.0 
48'·65 ,.,,...,,_.,,. 3 10 0.0 ..::.w; .. :. 
49465 200'! 3 1 1 0.0 
49465 2001 3 12 0.0 
l-13465 2001 3 13 0.0 
45465 2001 3 14 26.2 
49465 2001 3 15 0.0 
49465 2001 3 16 28.9 
49465 2001 3 17 0.0 
.;S4S5 2001 3 18 0.0 
48465 200~ 3 19 34.5 
~,3L65 2001 3 20 12.8 
~8466 200!. 3 21 0.0 
49465 2001 3 22 0.0 
.:::,s.:: .. es 200! 3 23 0.0 
48465 200: 3 24 0.0 
48460 2001 3 25 50.2 
49465 2001 3 26 0.0 
49465 2001 3 27 5.0 
L.£465 2001 3 28 0.0 
~S£,65 2CCi 3 29 0.0 
4:;.:,o:, 280"1 3 30 0.0 
48465 2CDi 3 31 0.0 
49465 2001 4 1 0.0 




48465 200~ 4 4 0.0 
49465 2001 4 5 6.8 
49465 2001 4 6 0.0 
49465 2001 4 7 0.0 
Lc9465 2001 4 8 17.3 
!,9465 200': 4 9 20.5 
;.,.;.;66 _.,,...,""\-< 4 10 0.0 £.."''.,)! 
4-~t:-e: 200'\ 4 11 0.0 
i_.!346S 2001 4 12 0.0 
L~4C5 20C:'. 4 13 5.5 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.,,.=-~r iV'Ic::m D:.:oy Rairfs1! 




8 5 0.0 
..,~.;;:,c::.. "":"··"·; 5 6 0.0 ,:_._;'-' 
' 
~::·irCE 2·:.·:!': 8 7 D.O 
.:.;~.:,65 2c:~ 6 8 23.G 
4~46~- 200'1 8 9 0.0 
49465 2001 8 10 0.0 
.;,.~ . .:',2~ 2c<:r E 'i ~ Q.C 
.:;,2LC't: 2C'J'i 5 '" 
'" 
C.C 
L24t35 200': 5 13 6.9 
i 49465 2001 8 14 0.0 
43465 2001 8 15 0.0 
L.S.::.3i:, ...... ..,.-, .. L~..-~ . 2- i6 0.0 
~-::.:.·,::::: 2•:)-J' e 17 0.-:J 
L2-.::_.es 
' 
20·:·-~ 6 18 0.0 
.:.=.::.;:.: 2::-:J': 0 19 l.O 
~S466 200': 8 20 0.0 
4S4C5 2001 8 21 0.0 
! 48465 2001 8 22 0.0 
4C::AC-5 200! 6 23 0.0 
49465 2001 8 24 9.2 
<19~6-5 2001 8 25 0.0 
4S..,e:: 2JC:< 8 26 274 
4f:.;C5 2·201 8 27 0.0 
.::,:: . .:_.c.: .2:-::--: 8 28 0.0 
.::.;o::;e:;, LCD' 6 29 0.0 
.;S4C6 200': 8 30 0.0 
.:;S.;6C 200~, 6 31 0.0 
:.:.;.::,es 200': 2 O.C 
4S:465 2001 9 2 53.0 
48465 2001 9 3 18.0 
49465 2001 9 4 17.0 
.-:::.9C,05 2001. 9 5 0.0 
.;,.::-~-65 2001 s 6 0.0 
.:;.;.c-s: 200~ 9 7 0.0 
.:;.;.:;ee 2CC': s 8 0.0 
~;~.66 2001 9 9 0.0 
.::.;.:,es 2001 9 10 0.0 
!.;,=.Le:s 2C01 9 11 0.0 
.::;.3465 20G: ~ 12 0.0 
4c,;>=:;,::;: 
V'"tV'-' 200'1 9 13 0.0 
49465 2001 9 14 0.0 
<8465 2001 9 15 0.0 
42465 2001 9 16 0.0 
cs~ec. '200~ 9 17 i0.6 
LSLC-5 2[10': 9 18 0.0 
.::,;4e~ 200"1 9 19 3.0 
4S465 2001 9 20 2.0 
_,~.::.c: :Ls::-; s 21 0.0 
""'=''""':·:: ":'/"\" t:,,.J-.-. , 22 15.2 
.c __ ;..::,c 2:·:·. 
" 
23 40.8 
! 49.::!6 2001 9 24 o.-o 
t.9LC 2001 ~ 25 0.0 
.:.;:L'; 2·~:-. 9 26 20.4 
~.s.::..e 20::1~ 8 27 8.0 
~S45 2C<J·: 8 28 0.0 
i:-8~-: ')!"':'\~ ........... ' 9 29 0.0 
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,-- Year Day Rainfall 
s·:i~,,~,c ( 08-08 tv'""T '~' ) 
i mm ) 
4;;.Ls: 2C·J1 "r'r 25 39.5 
.:::.·:..::.:;; 2~Q-· -: ~ 26 5.0 
.;:,;.:.,:;~ 
.2-JJ', li 27 :·.o 
~s.;;.e: 2001 11 28 C!.O 
4!:.:..es ,:._ . .,_, 1': 29 24.6 
. ,.., ... ~ 
.:.,:''-:C:: £.C,C··: '!: 30 '..J.' • .' 
.;~.: .. .:: 200'. ~ 2 0 0 
49465 2001 12 2 0.0 
4:9405 2001 12 3 0.0 
.::.~~-2: 2C·:)I 1' 
·" 
4 no 'w,'..' 
-.. ~.:.:-c: 2:::,·, 
'" 
5 0,0 
~2.::.::: ::::~>=- L 6 0.0 
~-~.:,.:;:- 2:.1D'r 12 7 22.2 
49t;CC .200'i 12 8 0.0 
.::.:.= .. :-e: 2·:<:· l2 9 0.0 
.:.~-..,o: ·2.:·-0': ·:L lO U.'-..' 
4.:A!3C zoo: 1' 
·" 
11 0.0 
49465 2001 12 12 0.0 
49465 2001 12 13 0.0 
4S:t.;63 2001 12 14 348.0 
.cE·.::ec 200', 12 15 0.0 
4SLC8 200~ 12 16 86.4 
40~SC 200'1 ';2 17 80.6 
' 
t.lS465 2001 12 18 20.2 
.::sLs: 200': 12 19 6.0 
48465 2oo·: "t2 20 45.0 
~s.;o.: 2001 12 21 55.0 
4S't66 200'; 12 22 75.0 
49465 2001 12 23 0.0 
48.16~ 2001 12 24 65.2 
4-3.:,:;:; 20~~ 12 25 30.2 
42466 2001 12 26 10.4 
..:::.;.;.c: 2C''J'r '12 27 60.2 
..:.;;.::,.ss 200! l2 28 40.0 
.:,2-.:::.:·s 200': 12 29 60.6 
..... S4-65 200'i 12 30 604 
;:;.-~LCC 2001 12 31 0.0 
43460 2002 1 0.0 
49465 2002 2 0.0 
49465 2002 3 0.0 
4346C 20']2 4 0.0 
4-9465 2002 5 0.0 
48tS5 2002 6 16.2 
',.9465 2082. 7 6.8 
<9465 2002 8 6.0 
.:;.s.::e:: 2:;-02 9 5.2 
LS.;OS 2002 10 0.0 
..::.3i:C-6 2002 11 0.0 
4S465 2002 12 0.0 
49il65 2002 13 0.0 
.:.;..:a:; 2002 14 @ 
. ~ ·',.... ~ "''~"'::::. 2C.02 15 0.0 
LS4.;:;E 2:'02 16 0.0 
..:,.S4C:. 2DD2 17 0.0 
48-+65 2002 18 0.0 




, C<::\1 Month !Jay R.ainfe.!i 
~-:i'J1C ( 08-08 ~/iS"~ \ 
~-~-~·---·-
--~·-,:: __ , 
.:·.~~:-23 ,.. _ .,,-, .. l 20 ' -t. .. -..£ ..,,_ 
,:.;-&466 200:2 21 0.0 
49465 2002 22 12.6 
.. _.;t,i:5 2C02 23 0.0 
.::;.:;ss .2C'l!2 24 0.0 
:.:_~;..::.c: "'"""' 
"" 0.0 .;.._,·,.~,;. "' ~;.;.ec 20C2 26 IS.C 
-4~.c.e:: 2~.02 27 0.6 
LSt6S 2002 28 0.0 
_:_~:_.6-3 2':~:)2 29 D.C· 
4;~e: 2082 30 D.C' 
-'"2~6S 20·:)2 31 0.0 
~9-465 2002 2 1 0.0 
L .. ::.;ee 2002 2 2 0.0 
~~.:.::c .;::::~ 2 3 ·' r 
.:.,6..:.c: 2002 2 4 0.0 
'-:·b.,.'::O 2CD2 2 5 0.0 
49463 2002 2 6 1.0 
49465 2002 2 7 0.0 
49455 2002 2 8 0.0 
4;466 2002 2 9 0.0 
.:,3465 2002 2 10 0.0 
49465 2002 2 11 0.0 
49465 2002 2 12 0.0 
4S.;_.e5 2002 2 13 0.0 
.;;.3-'~65 2002 2 14 0.0 
~;£.i;C5 2:·02 2 15 0.0 
.:;.s,:;,ao 2002 2 16 0.0 
~8465 2002 2 17 0.0 
42465 20C2 2 18 0.0 
4S4SE 2002 2 19 0.0 
4'3466 2002 2 20 0.0 
49465 2002 2 21 0.0 
49465 2002 2 22 0.0 
,, ... ,;c:::.:: 
"T-::;"''-''-' 2002 2 23 0.0 
~=-"--CE '2S-D2 2 24 0.0 
..:; .. ;.:;.es 2002 2 25 0.0 
,:.;::.-.,~-~ 2'JIJ2 2 26 0.0 
.:,~.:}23 200: 2 27 0.0 
L:.SL65 2002 2 28 0.0 
.:,;_.;;,.e:: 2,:)2-L. 3 {'. !'\ 
48!;65 2QC2 3 2 5.5 
4S465 2002 3 3 0.0 
49465 2002 3 4 0.0 
49465 2002 3 5 0.0 
Ll9465 2002 3 6 0,0 
4S4e5 2002 3 7 0.0 
.c9o:,65 2CG2 3 8 0.0 
~S455 2002 3 9 5.0 
.::;;465 2002 3 10 0.0 
:.::.r;.:::.sc 2ClC2 3 11 o:o 
-'e~,..:,C:E 2:;02 ~ 12 0.0 
.:.S.:;.,65- 2.'1t'!? 3 13 0.0 
49465 2002 3 14 0.0 
~9465 2002 3 15 0.0 
L:.2-t.:,65 2CC2 3 16 0.0 
Page 8 
Ho;;pita.I_Kemaman 
Year Month Day Rainfall 
::::~r .. '":C ( 08-08 lviST ) 
( rnm \ 
~-;:iOC 2·:<)L 3 17 O.C: 
,;:,;.:._.65 2002 0 18 0.0 
4;.::,e,:: 2002 3 19 0.0 
~~~:-'..26 ' 20C2 3 20 0.0 
. " . -.-
•:e·-'-'='= "''"'" £.. _.,_,·t,. 3 21 1 O~.C· 
,;,S,:,.CC _.._,.. ~--£. ... ··.·£_ 
-
22 80.0 
4-S46E 2002 3 23 0.0 
49465 2002 3 24 0.0 
.;.s.:·.se 2002 3 25 0.0 
t;S.!.·.-:: 2D·JL 3 26 0.0 
.:.s~-e:- 2=::2 0 27 c.c 
.-.,e:; .. ,:::'-:: 
..::·.--·£.. ' 25 O.G 
~ .. ;;.::.:;: 2:·02 3 29 0.0 
.. ,;.:::.e: 2002 3 30 0 :"l 
.:,:;:.::_.e.: :2:::;: 3 3: CJ.C 
;:.:....::c :22:2 4 0.-: 
4S46E 2002 4 2 0.0 
49465 2002 4 3 0.0 
L~A6E 2002 4 4 0.0 
-43 .. ;65 20~2 4 5 0.0 
48.:;-66 2002 4 6 20.6 
49Lr66 2GC2 4 7 32.8 
4S.:-:,E5 2002 4 8 0.0 
L_.9465 2002 4 9 0.0 
4~-405 2002 4 10 0.0 
4-;.::,ee '"'f'i"!,... £.·- '...-L 4 11 0.0 
"';..:,65 2C02 4 12 0.0 
49465 2002 4 13 0.0 
49465 2002 4 14 0.0 
..:.,; .. ,c: 20'J2 4 15 0.0 
4S~EE 2002 4 16 0.0 
49.-;.e:; 2002 4 17 1.0 
LSt,6~ 2DOL 4 18 0.0 
49465 2002 4 19 0.0 
~9465 2002 4 20 2.0 :: 
.o:.t: . .::;QS 2002 4 21 0.0 
1:1, 
' LS-:;65 2002 4 22 0.0 
49465 2002 4 23 0.0 
49465 2002 4 24 0.0 
4-9.:c65 2002 4 25 0.0 
.:.:-2:(05 ~f'if'\"' L\..•'-'L 4 26 0.0 
LS.C,25 2002 4 27 0.0 
..;-:;: ..... ,>:;-:: 2002 4 28 0.0 
43466 2002 4 29 0.0 
48465 2002 4 30 0.0 
43465- 2002 5 31.0 
49465 2002 5 2 0.0 
49465 2002 5 3 0.0 
49465 2002 5 4 0.0 
~C·4>35 2002 5 5 0.0 
.::.;S-465 2002 5 6 o:o 
.-;,:;.::,ec- 2002 5 7 0.0 
'"-'65 200~ 5 8 0.0 
.:r24C5 2002 5 9 0.0 
49.165 2002 5 10 0.0 




Year lv'ionth Day i Rainfaii Stnno I 08-08 ,vs 7 ; 
' ' 
I /IN 48465 2002 5 12 roo c9465 2002 5 13 0.0 
.::;: .::s.s 2::>:2 5 14 a.o , 
.:,SLS5 '"~"_(\,.. 5 15 I G.C i L...,v£.. 
' 
,;;,2.::s:s 2::C<2 5 16 ' -, .5 
"'-8.::,3: L~~ ~;t:. ' 17 o.:::' 
4S46S ! 2002 5 18 0.0 
;.:-.~4:3 2:-s·: 5 iS O.J 
48..:,3.: 200.2 ~ 20 C.O 
.: .. ~A65 L\JVL 5 21 '10.0 
49465 
I 
2002 5 22 11.8 
' 
49465 2002 5 23 18.2 
~;.::,e:; 2C<J2 5 24 19.0 
.. ,.;.:::.as 2:>J2 ~ 25 0.0 
.. :~L;e: 2C02 5 26 0.0 
..;;,.::.:::CE ~-"' ,..,.._ e 27 O.C _;!;•v·•~,:._ 
43405 2002 5 28 0.0 
.:~2£;65 2CC2 5 29 0.0 
..,;46:: 2002 5 30 00 
.;.;.:,a~ 2002 0 31 0.0 
4~465 2002 6 1 0.0 
49465 2002 6 2 24.5 
43465 2002 6 3 0.0 
48465 2002 6 4 0.0 
49465 "nn"' .C.vv~ 6 5 0.0 
L;465 2::)02 6 6 0.0 
43465 2C~2 6 7 0.0 
49465 2002 6 8 0.0 
.: .. 2AC5 2002 6 9 0.0 
,;';S465 '"'"·;']'"' £_,__~·,(.. 6 10 O.D 
~S4SC 2C02 6 11 0.0 
49465 2002 6 12 0.0 
49465 2002 6 13 0.0 
4Sii6E 2002 6 14 0 0 u.u 
49465 2002 6 15 21.5 
42LS5 2802 5 16 24.5 
.:::.~t:,ec 2C:02 c 17 0.0 
0.:8466 2002 6 18 0.0 




.:::_.-;.:.,.s:;: 20(!~ e 21 0.0 
49465 2002 6 22 0.0 
49465 2002 6 23 0.0 
.:,::·~e: 2002 6 24 0.0 
LrS46::. 20CJ2 6 25 45.0 
48£:.~5 :2802 e I 26 0.0 
434i3E 2002 6 I 27 0.0 
49465 2002 6 28 0.0 
49465 2002 6 29 -, 0 
.::,9455 2002 6 30 0.0 
.;,;.:;a:; 2002 7 O.U 
40465 2002 7 2 0.0 
49465 2002 7 3 0.0 
~9465 2002 7 4 0.0 
~=465 2002 7 5 0.0 







































































































































































































































1 68( Me nth Day Rainfai! 
Stnno ( 08-08 MST ) 
( mm \ 
,~~7:;.:::.2:. -- 2·J22 8 22.Cl 
L,;.::,es 2002 , 2 0.0 
<~-<-CE 2)J2 g 3 D.O 
.::,;.;.;e: 2C:,J2 , 4 0.0 
~;.;c: 2002 9 5 O.C 
.::_.:=.:.;e.: 20C2 9 6 3.0 
~; . .;;s:; ,.._-,,, .. 7 22.5 ~~·~L 
-
~~-t,60 ')0'"',._ _,;....., .. ,:. , 8 0.0 
49465 2002 9 9 24.0 
49465 2002 9 10 0.0 
4S'4C5 2002 9 11 0.0 
.1~465 2002 9 12 10.0 
4.S.;,SE 2C'J2 9 13 0.0 
~2,:,ec ~:V1"' _._;_,-,.,L s 14 0.0 
,:,s"e:. 200~ 9 15 0.0 
.::._:;,.::,:: 2C:22 ~ 16 O.Q 
.:.,.:; . .::.e.E £:::J2 9 17 0.0 
i;~.:,e;: ,.,._,,_.... L-.. : ,_;t.,_ s 18 0.0 
4S465 2002 9 19 0.0 
48465 2002 9 20 0.0 
49465 2002 9 21 0.0 
-~3~C3 2C:02 9 22 0.0 
4~:46E 2002 9 23 0.0 
48465 20'J2 8 24 60.0 
4S4C6 2002 9 25 55.0 
43465- 2002 9 26 0.0 
4';-46::- "•'\-"\ .... ,:_,_,,u:. , 27 0.0 
.:.;24C5 2802 9 28 0.0 
4S465 2002 9 29 0.0 
49465 2002 9 30 0.0 
49465 2002 10 1 0.0 
.::S.o:-56 2C-J2 10 2 0.0 
.:;·;-.:.e.:s 2002 10 3 0.0 
<1S465 2002 10 4 0.0 
49465 2002 10 5 0.0 
49465 2002 10 6 0.0 
i.S~63 2002 10 7 0.0 
~;,;:;e:: 2002 10 8 0.0 
.:~;.:.ee 2-JG2 !0 9 0.0 
49465 2002 10 10 0.0 
49465 2002 10 11 90.0 
~S4S5 2002 10 12 25.4 
'-1£465 2002 ':0 13 0.0 
-~"-:.e::. 2002 l 0 14 0.0 
-".;.:,a:;. 2DC.2 10 15 1.3 
..;9466 L002 10 16 0.0 
4546E 2002 10 17 0.0 
-',t;'"<C2 2002 10 18 0.0 
48465 2002 10 19 3.0 
49C..65 2002 10 20 0.0 
49465 2002 10 21 o:o 
.:;.2L::5 20C2 10 22 24.4 
4~-46-5 2002 'irJ 23 0.0 
~;.:::: 
' 2002 10 24 0.0 
.:,S-:::6-5 2C·:JL 10 25 0.0 
LSi.E:E: 2C<J2 10 26 0.0 
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~_.sar lviomh Day Rainfall 
I, ( 08-08 MST ) -S:nnc 
~~--.~ -~-=~~~---=-~---..:.~ . .:.;35 ' 2C:::2 ' ~ ~ 
.::,.2.!,2~ 2:·:2 ,\.! 
49465 2002 10 
49~-65 2002 10 
"::.:,e:. 2C:-D2 10 
.;S.::65 2CG2 '11 
.:.,;:>.:..-ct LCC2 1! 
.::,;.:;e:s £-..:vL ..:,-
' 
43-::.SE 2002 11 
L.--=·L2: 2C:CJ2 ! '1 
.:::-=.:.e:: 2C·OL '' '' 
.o;s<s:: 2002 1 1 
.::;3485 2002 1'1 
49465 2002 11 
"-:-:;Lee;: 2CC2 l i 
... ~~~: "!'\"'"' L,_,'.;,L "\ '·, 
4;is.: .2002 i '1 
~2~65 2C02 11 
4S465 2002 i 1 
~;s4e5 2002 11 
,:,~..:·.e: 
.c ... ~·...:: i1 
Lc~,,;,.SC 200:2 '!I 
~;.:;e:: 2002 11 
49465 2002 11 
4.9465 2002 11 
.:,;,:,ac 2C02 ~ 4 
43465 2002 1 1 
L;t.,:35 2D02 11 
:.,s.;.e .. : 2002 11 
l:8465 2002 11 
43465 2002 11 
k,;4e:. 2002 11 
.:,SAGe- 2002 1:1 
49465 2002 11 
49465 2002 11 
43Lr65 2002 12 
4S46-5 ! 2002 12 ! 
j.s.:~es 2002 12 
.:,;.;cc 2002 'i2 
49465 2002 12 
.:,;~e: 2002 12 
.:;.;.:,.ec 2·:<:2 ,, ,L 
,;;,;4es 2C,C2 12 
48-465 2002 12 
49465 2002 12 
,;,tA.es 2002 12 
.::;;:.:.·,65 2802 '12 
.::_gLSO 2CC2 12 
.;Si.CE- """'"' '12 .:.vVL 
400:.65 2002 12 
.:::,.:',65 2002 12 
.;,';'..:,oo LuVJ!. i 
,;:.;-.:.2S 20GL I 12 
I I 
4S463 2002 12 
49465 2002 12 






















































































































Year Day Rainfall 
-::'';tl~t ( 08-08 MST ) 
I mm I 
' 
' 4GL-e.; 2CQ2 12 22 12.0 
.;;,24E::: ,.., ... _...,,.. -" 23 2.6 "-'-' .. d .. < 
.:;.:;.:,::: 2002 'i2 24 0 r_, 
..:..~_..:,-::: 2C02 !2 25 17.0 
...:.;0,_:~ 2C:22 ~2 26 i 6C,3 
~.~.:,:: :2C~C'2 ':2 27 3.·:' 
.:.,.'='"co 2C02 -~2 28 2.0 
48465 2002 12 29 56.4 
.;;465 2002 12 30 0.0 
42L:-S5 2002 12 31 0.0 
49~65- 2CQ3 58.2 
4S~S-5 2CG3 2 70.3 
i ... '"'~ 
"T'c:l..,.OO 2CC3 3 30.8 
.:::.9465 2003 4 36.8 
..:;=.:;:e.-~ 2002 5 " -'~.},'.,! 
"'s~c;:. 2·:~3 6 30.2 
' ..,;.:;e.s 2003 7 0.0 
49465 2003 8 0.0 
<9465 2003 9 0.0 
4~A65 2:J03 10 0.0 
o::s.:;.cs "~"n" Lu.,~ 11 0.0 
430:::-66 2802 12 40.3 
.::s.::re: 2003 13 0.0 
49465 2003 14 0.0 
L946E 2003 15 0.0 
480::,66 2003 16 0.0 
4~465 2003 17 0.0 
49465 2003 18 0.0 
49465 2003 19 0.0 
48465 2003 20 0.0 
.:,.9.:;.65 2003 21 6.0 
48466 2003 22 4.5 
49L;65 2003 23 9.5 
49465 2003 24 16.0 
.:19465 2003 25 6.5 
48465 2003 26 0.0 
43465 2003 27 0.0 
C,8465 2003 28 0.0 
49465 2003 29 6.7 
43465 2003 30 0.0 
42..:;85 2J03 31 0.0 
49405 2003 2 1 0.0 
4S4S5 200:: 2 2 0.0 
&9465 200-3 2 3 0.0 
¢.9465 2003 2 4 0.0 
4~<-66 2003 2 5 0.0 
t;4S5 2C·J3 2 6 7.0 
43465 2003 2 7 8.0 
49465 2003 2 8 23.5 
<9<65 2003 2 9 10.5 
.iSi5-5 2003 2 10 56.8 
.:.;;485 2C03 4 11 3.0 
.::,9::.-ec 2DC2 2 12 0.0 
.:·,·3-'.-C::: 2C02 2 13 0.0 
4846: 2003 2 14 42.4 
.:;,;·~ree ')I"\(' ... 
... """'"' 
2 15 O.D 
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Year Month Day Rainfaii 
-S~r~nc- ( 08-0E MST i ! 
1 i'"J1i'f! ~I 
~~-~·,~~ ~--~-~~0--
.;,2.::H3-S . 2C0:3 2 "" 0.0 ' '0 
43465 2003 2 17 0.0 
49465 2003 2 18 0.0 
..:,.:;.<:~35- 2C03 2 19 0.0 
..-..;..:_.5-S :20::::: 2 20 0.0 
;;;.E'"".:E 2DG':: 2 ,, <' 00 
4~.;,e: 2:;,:··; 2 22 'J.O 
.;.,.~ . .;,8;5 '":"'o•"\':;. 
-'-"'"''"' 
2 23 n '· "0 
_.:;;.:::.e5 2003 2 24 0.0 
;:..;.;:,c~ 2JC2- 2 25 J.C 
.:: .. =~-e: L:CC<~ 2 26 ;..,:... 
.:,G42E- _ ... ,.,,...,.. .i.•..;;,.i..:) 2 27 0.0 
49465 2003 2 28 0.0 
~.;.:,e,: 2003 3 8.4 
.:;; . .;,c:; 2:-·:<s 0 2 6.0 
,:;.~.:: .. :::.. 2CC-3 3 3 0.0 
;:,~465 2C'J3 3 4 0.0 
49466 2003 3 5 0.0 
43465 2003 3 6 0.0 
:..; . .::e: 2D02 3 7 0 0 
.:r~ . .;.e: 2::J3 3 8 0.0 
0::,2-.;,65 20C3 0 9 0.0 
49465 2003 3 10 0.0 
49465 2003 3 11 0.0 
.:,;~6E 2:03 3 12 0.0 
4S465- 2003 3 13 0.0 
4S460 2•"'H''l'< \..''..J .... 3 14 0.0 
43465 2003 3 15 21.2 
Ae-4e: 2003 3 16 10.0 
..,.;::_es 2003 3 17 0.0 
.:::;.:::.e: '2C,::3 3 18 nn 
-·' 
"_;.:;.e5 2C:·03 3 19 0.0 
4;465 2003 3 20 0.0 
49465 2003 3 21 0.0 
:..s.::;::.s 2003 3 22 21.8 
L,:;.c,c:: 2003 0 23 41.2 
48<:,65 2003 3 24 35.2 
~S4C5 2003 3 25 30.8 
49465 2003 3 26 32.2 
49465 2003 3 27 21.6 
.::;.;as 2003 3 28 0.0 
.:::;4ae. .2803 3 29 0.0 
I 4;466 2003 3 30 0.0 
I 
49465 2003 3 31 0.0 
4946-5 2003 4 1 12.0 
.:._.:-,-'-'bC 2DC3 4 2 0.0 
.::~=tie.: 2S03 4 3 0.0 
..::,-;c.;_,sc 2:JC<: 4 4 0.0 
:..;.::;60:: 2003 4 5 0.0 
"'S465 2003 4 6 0.0 
4-~·.::.23 2CJ3 4 7 n 
.:.,1;40::5 2003 'i 8 0.0 
.:,;.:;e: 2002 4 9 45.6 
49465 2003 4 10 0.0 
-'i-9~-65 2003 4 11 00 
.:..-24:3: 2003 4 12 14.3 
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-~- s:: r rv·lo'i:~, Day Rainfail 
-:: :r~ :-:: ( 08-08 MST ' 
' 
\ mm \ 
.:.,E.::.c·: :!CO~ 4 13 0.0 
LSt.CC 2_003 4 14 0.0 
.:.s~e5 2JC3 4 15 O.C 





..,;.::e: :.2S83 c, 17 0,0 
.::;;.c,c:. 2003 4 18 0.0 
49465 2003 4 19 0.0 
.c:,;.:.:_.s: 2C03 4 20 0.0 
.::·.::.:::eE 2·:JC3 4 i 21 0.':: 
.:_.2-.::·.e::: 2:·:~'3 ' 22 :J.D 
' 
.:.;.)33 L:·:; '- 23 '"·"" c.u 
;._.2-425 20C3 4 24 0.0 




.:c~ . .: .. eE 2::'8-3 4 27 C.D 
42"165 2()03 4 28 0.0 
49465 2003 4 29 0.0 
4'::'i=:k. 
....... '-''-' 2003 4 30 34.0 
.; .. ;t.S.5 2003 5 1 0.0 
4;465 i 2003 5 2 0.0 
t;S-465 2002 5 3 !J.C 
£8.:;.66 .20Cl3 5 4 0.0 
4946-5 2003 5 5 18.2 
.:,S46:S 2003 5 6 0.0 
4S~OE 2J03 5 7 30.8 
.:.;.:125 2003 5 8 0.0 
49465 2003 5 9 0.0 
49465 2003 5 10 0.0 
.:,9435 2003 5 11 34.2 
424::-: 20-:}3 5 12 0.0 
..:.:..~ . .::.ee '.200~ 5 13 0.0 
.::.;4CE 2C03 5 14 0.0 
49463 2003 5 15 0.0 







4S465 2003 5 19 0.0 
49465 2003 5 20 18.2 
49465 2003 5 21 0.0 
48465 2003 5 22 0.0 
4S46: ,.., ~~ , .... , ... 5 23 0.0 I "''-''-'..:: 
~s,.:;,c:::: 2003 5 24 9.0 
~s . .::.es 2003 5 25 0.0 
48465 2003 5 26 0.0 
~ .. =·.;,se: 2CQS 5 27 0.0 
c.,~4C5 2JG3 5 ' 28 0.0 I 
.:.;.;:465 2003 5 29 0.0 
49465 2003 5 30 0.0 
..:.:;.:.65 2003 5 31 0.0 
~,..::;;;:,~5 20C.2 c 0.0 
4S4E:":= I 2GD3 6 2 o:c 
~848 :2282 6, 3 0.0 
.:.;.:9.::,-e 2003 6 4 0.0 
LS~-6 2003 6 5 0.0 
,:·,.-?l;i:: 2·J::: 6 6 6.4 
"S..:6 "f'l'\" .:::'-' ._,._; 6 7 0.0 
Pags 16 
HospitaU<s:nsman 
y'sE.: lv1onth Day ~al::lfa:! 
-S:t;t',:· ( 08-0E i'.t1S"T 
' ( mm 
! 49465 2003 6 8 0.0 
l24Sf- 2003 6 9 0.0 
':-~.ce: z,:-:3 e ·w o.c~ 
.,:;~.~ . .::: .. c: ~,..._, ... ,'" :3 1'1 5.0 ..:...·-··..;"" 
4~.::-es 2CD3 6 12 0.0 
£;-.::,:..c: 2·::22 6 13 'i3.:J 
'o-£462 2003 6 14 1.5 
~,_::: ..., l"f' ~~ 6 ~~ 5 0.1:: £..- _-._ 
"'·.;.:;c:s 2C·03 c 16 ' '• '-'·'-' 
.c: .. ?.;.SC 2GC:<~ 6 17 0' •. u 
49465 2003 6 18 0.0 
42"'-BE ! 2003 6 19 0.0 
~.-:..:.,:-~ 2~-=-2 6 20 'i 0.4 
.c,:;.:;c:s ''."'.n---L._·..,~ 6 21 0.0 
.;;,,:;.:;::. 2C.:C~ 6 22 () 'IJ 
4SLiE:6 20C·3 6 23 0.0 
494E5 2003 6 24 0.0 
48465 2003 6 25 0.0 
48465 2003 6 26 0.0 
LSa,65 2003 6 27 0.0 
49465 2003 6 28 0.0 
49465 2003 6 29 23.7 
48465 2003 6 30 0.0 
<.;;?~65- 2003 7 1 26.4 
4S4B: 2003 7 2 0.0 
484:35 2C02 7 3 16.5 
49465 2003 7 4 30.0 
49465- 2003 7 5 0.0 
45465 2003 7 6 0.0 
.::-=.::e: 20J2 7 7 0.0 
4~435 2003 7 8 0.0 
49465 2003 7 9 0.0 
.t.£L66 2003 7 10 0.0 
.::_.;.:::.e::. 2CC:3 7 11 6.0 
.:c;.:;ss 2003 7 12 0.0 
<~:~-2C 2003 7 13 0.0 
.;,~-465 2003 7 14 c.o 
48.<-65 2003 7 15 0.0 
~,s.:::_.e::: 2003 7 16 0.0 
ki3'"tt3E 2003 7 17 22 0 
48t:-55 2003 7 18 40.4 
49465 2003 7 19 14.5 
.:~8<i6E 2003 7 20 0.0 
.::,;.::.,65 2CD3 7 21 0.0 
-':.s.;ec 2803 7 22 0.0 
Le;~ec 2002 7 23 0.0 
.:;.;~.eE 2003 7 24 0.0 
~:-9465 2003 7 25 0.0 
.,.-~.::.-ce 2003 7 26 0.0 
.<-;~a:: 2083 7 27 0.0 
.;:-Lr6:3 2803 7 28 o:o 
4S465 2003 7 29 0.0 
49465 2003 t 30 0.0 
48455 2003 7 31 0.0 
,;;;LSE. 2002 8 1 0.0 
.::.,;..;.,~: 2·:t2 5 2 Q.O 
·~-~-~--......... -----















































































































































































































































''(5~.:-' i·vJ::;1th Day Ro.io:Tc.!l 
Smno ( 08-08 MST ) 
( mm ) 
.:._;:.::.2: 2C-03 e 28 O.G 
.:.,;.:,3:: ~cr: , 29 G.C 
.:,;L~-~ 2:;-:; 0 30 Q.O 
..::..~.;.,~5 2CC3 ,.,_, 0.0 
I, ~S4CS 2003 10 2 0.0 
-'-.--ei;Ss 2002 ~0 3 46.0 
.:::-0-:,s.: 2:·02 ; c;, 4 O.C 
.:;.;.:_~CE 20:':·:: ~(' 5 C.C· 
~S405 2C03 on 'u 6 0.0 
4S4B5 2003 10 7 0.0 
.:::-465 2003 '10 8 0.0 
.:,.:..,:::: 2::·:·:: '• .~, 9 0.8 '• 
.:.: ..::.::: -"' ., -. ':0 '\0 38.8 
_;___2,:._:: :;: ::-~? 11 '!7.6 
-'----;: . .,.-:;: 2JJ~ 1G 12 0.0 
~-,;.::,~: 2(;03 10 i3 o.c-
...;c'-IC::: 200~ 10 14 12.4 
4S-46E 2003 iO 15 0.0 
.:,·3465 2C03 "I 0 16 0.0 
49465 2003 10 17 0.0 
43465 2003 10 18 0.0 
0::.-8465 -J .-,-..,-:. .._-...rv~ 10 19 38.2 
.:;i:;46E 2003 '10 20 0.0 
I 4-94S6 .2203 10 21 0.0 
.;.;.:eas 2003 10 22 0.0 
49465 2003 10 23 0.0 
.:..;465 2CC3 10 24 0.0 
49465 ,....nn"" .S::::vv..:l 10 25 0.0 
~0465 2003 10 26 0.0 
49465 2003 10 27 0,0 
49465 2003 10 28 80.3 
43..::.65 2G03_ 10 29 1.0 
4S.:·.e-s 2003 ';0 30 0.0 
,:;:;:.:;65 2003 10 31 0.0 
~-;::.:·::·-: L -:;::<~ 1: 0.0 
4S4C::: 2003 11 2 0.0 
.:._;.:::ss 2003 i'i 3 0.0 
>:·: 2C0:: "" 4 22.3 
.:_~:-=,s:: 200:; 11 5 48.6 
42466 2003 11 6 0.0 
49465 2003 11 7 0.0 
.;.;,9~65 2003 11 8 1.8 
";485 2003 1'1 9 0.0 
42465 2003 1 i 10 0.0 
.:;S4C5 2003 ·~I 11 0.0 
.::;s-.::;e.s 2003 11 12 0.0 
4£6.-65 2003 i 1 13 0.0 
L~.:.:.e:: ,..,.,,... .. _t; . ,J,::. 1 'i " 
" 
0.0 
.:;';483 -_,..,rl';) .:;'-·v ... 11 15 0.0 
4'2·466 2003 i 1 16 0.0 
49465 2003 11 17 o:o 
L:S465 2003 1 ~ 18 0.0 
t,S-465 2CC3 11 19 0.0 
9465 2003 11 20 0.0 
8.435 2003 11 21 C.O 




-_;:-.e.·· Cl Day F.e_infa_!f .:;.:;nne I 06-08 ~/:ST) I ( . ' ' ,,;,, 
....,c;.:,co:; '227;3 "' I 23 G.:, 
..:.,..;~::-: 2C'J2 ! 24 45.0 
.:.,£-465 2003 i'i 25 40.0 
.:;9465 2003 11 26 36.2 
4S46-S 2003 ~ 1 27 45.6 
t_:S4E'5 20C3 " 28 40.6 
'' .::.~.:;c:; 2:JJ3 11 29 !20.C 
.::.2 . .::.05 <'<".fY' L'--''-'.; ':': 30 80.0 
;..;;.:;e:: 2003 12 1 184.0 
48466 2003 ~' 1L 2 0.0 
~~-.::-,:::. 20'.:2 '•2 3 68.5 
.:._;:.:.e.:: 2C·:::; "c2 4 c. ·' 
.:: .. :.:,6: 2·=·~:: ':2 5 D.O 
48465 2003 12 6 21.4 
.:'.;~.::-:: 201J3 12 7 40.2 
~_.2;.,2C 2C:·2 ~2 8 68.4 
.;;:;425 2003 '12 9 0.0 
::,;.;.C-5 £'C)C2 'i2 10 86.4 
L;S-465 2003 12 11 30.4 
49465 2003 12 12 62.4 
.::.;.:;.66 2003 12 13 c.o 
L'.E-:.;66 2:}03 12 14 O.C 
.: ,. ': ~;; 
":::i"'fv..., 2003 12 15 0.0 
49465 2003 12 16 0.0 
49465 2003 12 17 0.0 
4S4S5 2003 12 18 0.0 
49465 2003 12 19 16.0 
4S..:,C5 2003 12 20 32.7 
4S465 2003 12 21 0.0 
49465 2003 12 22 0.0 
49465 2003 12 23 0.0 
49465 2003 12 24 0.0 
4S465 2003 12 25 0.0 
49465 2003 12 26 0.0 
49465 2003 12 27 0.0 
C9t.;66 2003 12 28 0.0 
t,~46E 2C03 12 29 0.0 
L:S466 2003 12 30 13.8 
.::~::-.:.e.: 2J·:2 12 31 0.0 
4846:: 2004 1 0.0 
c;9465 2004 2 0.0 
42·463 2C!J4 3 0.0 
49455 2004 4 c n u.u 
4ti465 2004 5 0.0 
49465 2004 6 0.0 
49465 2004 . 7 0.0 
t:;246C 2004 8 0.0 
49'.'65 2004 9 0.0 
4~LS5 2004 10 0.0 
49-';65 2004 11 0.0 
49465 2004 12 0:0 
~~..::.65 2''''' -~..., 13 0.0 
.:.;.::;.65 2004 14 0.0 
.:,9465 2004 15 0.0 
49465 2004 16 0.0 
49465 2004 17 0.0 
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Year Month Day Rainfall 
-S·~r'nC ( 08-08 M~·r' ;:, . I 
( rnrn ) 
-:.s4e5 2QJ,i i '18 21.0 .:.,~;;,6:5 2·JC-.:: 19 C.'J 
~:; . .:;.e-~ ~D0-4 20 :J,C; 
.:.9.c:-S5 2004 21 QO 
~94:32 2DC.; 22 0.0 
..:.:~.:.:c:: 2004 23 C-.0 
' 
43465- 2004 24 0.0 
49465 2004 25 0.0 
49465 2004 26 0.0 
L_.24:35 20C4 27 0.0 
:.,;.:,e: z-:c:.:, 28 0.0 
:.;~.:..-2>: 2:·c.:, 29 0.0 
.::.~.:.:.;:~ ::.J.:; 30 0.0 
.:,S466 2004 31 0.0 
~,=..;,;:_ .::~..;"" 2 !"': 0 
.-.,~·.:.,6(; .._:_,._ . .., 2 2 D.C 
.:,'0~2~ 2JCJ.:; 2 3 0.0 
49465 2004 2 4 0.0 
.09465 2004 2 5 0.0 
.:::3465 200.:1 2 6 26.5 
;;;;;.c;cs 2004 2 7 0.0 
.... ::: . .;,.-::.:: 2c:4 2 8 0.0 
.c,;~e: 20-C--', 2 9 o.c 
.:.;s~ec 2004 2 10 0.0 
43468 200" 2 11 0.0 
4=4-6:5 200~ 2 12 0.0 
43465 2004 2 13 0.0 
49465 2004 2 14 0.0 
49465 2004 2 15 0.0 
48465 2004 2 16 0.0 
4S465 2004 2 17 0.0 
49L:-C5 2004 2 18 0.0 
.:,d46E 2004 2 19 0.0 
49460 2004 2 20 0.0 
~-S46E 2004 2 21 0.0 
.::::.:::,e:: 20:>~ .. 2 22 0.0 
.: .. :;,;,.CC 20:J4 2 23 0.0 
-',.:0L·.t; 2004 2 24 0.0 
4946 2004 2 25 0.0 
4846 2004 2 26 0.0 
4~.:,e 2DC4 2 27 0.0 
.;342 200~ 2 28 10.6 
~~846 2DIJ4 2 29 0.0 
4S46 2004 3 C.O 
4946 2004 3 2 0.0 
L;.q: 20~4 3 3 0.0 
~,';' .. ~(; 2~0.:: 0 4 0.0 
... ~.:. .. 3 20·:,4 3 5 0.0 
4946 2004 3 6 0.0 
4946 2004 3 7 0.0 
i,';,:,e. 2004 3 8 28'.2 
.;;irS 2C~)4 3 9 0.6 
,;..::~2 :':C''~-4- 3 '!0 0.0 
L2£.C 2C·04 0 11 0.0 
-':946 2004 3 12 0.0 
4846 2D04 3 13 0.0 
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Yss.r Month Day Rainfail 
.::·::~::1:) ( 08~02- MST ) 
' 
mm \ 
~~-··-· ' ~;.::Lee 2GC4 3 14 ·J.C 
49465 2004 3 15 0.0 
49465 2004 3 16 0.0 
~t,.;eE 2004 3 17 0.0 
4-S4C6 2GD4 3 18 0.0 
4S426 2004 3 19 0.0 
4-8455 200.::; ' 20 0,0 
49465 2004 3 21 0.0 
49.:::.65 2004 3 22 0.0 
.::...;..c,s.: 2JJ4 3 23 0.0 
43485 2·:04 3 24 0.0 
,:;,~:465 2004 3 25 0.0 
49465 2004 3 26 0.0 
~·24C5 200t 3 27 0.0 
'-'::-.:-;:;-:- "" ..• _ ~." 3 25 0.0 L..,·~· ... 
.:;.~,.:. .. CC ~--·.r-.. L·~~·._, 3 29 0.0 
49~65 2004 3 30 0.0 
49465 2004 3 31 0.0 
49465 2004 4 1 0.0 
.r;S46: 200i; 4 2 0.0 
4S465 200-4 4 3 0.0 
L2465 2004 4 4 0.0 
49465 2004 4 5 0.0 
49465 2004 4 6 0.0 
4S-'2o 20:1-4 4 7 0.0 
.;S~cE5 2004 4 8 0.0 
k,£4e:s 2Ci04 4 9 0.0 
' 
4S~s: 2004 4 10 0.0 
~·9465 i 2004 4 11 0.0 
4846..5 2Q04 4 12 0.0 
4S46S 2004 4 13 0.0 
48466 2004 4 14 0.0 
49465 2004 4 15 0.0 
49465 2004 4 16 0.0 
.C:-9'r65 2004 4 17 0.0 
43Le63 2004 4 18 0.0 
L:.S465 2004 4 19 0.0 
~2.;.66 2C04 4 20 0.0 
49465 2004 4 21 0.0 
.:.:.2L;CE 2CO.:i 4 22 0.0 
;;.::,e: :ZC:}::.; 4 23 O:J 
t:_.0~·36 20•:)4 <. 24 0.0 
4S465 2004 4 25 0.0 
49465 2004 4 26 0.0 
~9465 2004 4 27 0.0 
4S46E 2004 4 28 21.2 
.:.S-~6::: 2004 4 29 0.0 
<-:S46C 2CC'4 4 30 0.0 
..,:;..,.CC' 2004 5 4.8 
.:,9465 2004 5 2 0.0 
•:<;·"""C-: 2004 -5 3 0~0 
~.:,: 2CIDt. 5 4 0.0 
... ,~..:.;,. 2~04 
" 
5 0.0 
4946 2004 5 6 0.0 
~24S 2004 5 7 0.0 
i:.S4C 2004 5 8 0.0 
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~ .. -~.:.-;:~ 
48465 
49465 





















































































































































































































2004 7 1 0.0 
2004 7 2 0.0 
.:.2~:: 2-::Q( 7 3 0.0 -··--'---'---="-'-~-'-----L----"---'---....::.;.::_----' 
Page 23 
Ye~~ Month :;ay Re.!r:·:s:i ~ 
-::·::-:-:c \ 06-C5 :'./\ST 
( ('-;(;"; 
.:.f.4C5 2004 7 n 0.0 L9465 2004 7 5 0.0 ..::~..::,OC 2084 , 6 0.0 I 
... ;L;3:5 ..:_._:,_,;.,. 7 , ..!.~' I 
~-S4S6 2C<J4 7 8 O.G 
'"'2.:::.-e: -""; '"·(·,;;_ 7 8 C.C 
.;,~.:;e:: 20G4 7 10 0.0 
;.,,; . .::.e: 2C·OL; 7 11 68.2 
.:,_~;;,eE ~CJ.:.:. 7 • o I': .~ . •< ~ .. 
L'.s.!:.e:: 2004 ? 13 Q.C 
.;:;455 20:)4 7 '14 0.0 
49465 2004 7 15 0.0 
.:.-s.::.c:. 2004 7 16 0.0 
..,:;;.:...c; 2.:JD< , 17 0.0 I 
·;..;,.::; 2:'04 7 18 0 r. 
·" 
.:;2~'2e 2·::J!).:.:. 7 19 C.O 
45465 2004 7 20 0.0 
49465 2004 7 21 0.0 
~2465 2QQC, 7 22 0.0 
48-<-65 2~04 7 23 0.0 
4~·465 2004 7 24 0.0 
49465 2004 7 25 0.0 
49465 2004 7 26 0.0 
.:.:-S4C5 2DG4 7 27 0.0 
.::,~4eE- 2004 7 28 0.0 
.:2.c_.::: LC>J.::_. 7 29 0.0 
,;.,:94-C-5 2004 7 30 0.0 
49465 2004 7 31 0.0 
4S4C5 200L 8 1 5.2 
,_:,_;.:,a: 2·~04 6 2 0.0 
.:,;465 2004 6 3 0.0 
48465 2004 8 4 3.4 
49465 2004 8 5 0.0 
~8L65 2004 8 6 0.0 
49465 2004 6 7 0.0 
49465 2004 8 8 0.0 
43463 200~ 8 9 0.0 
4S46E- 2004 8 10 4.5 
.::;.c,es 2004 8 11 0.0 
c2c65 2C04 8 12 0.0 
.::-8465 2004 8 13 42.2 
49465 2004 8 14 0.0 
49465 2004 8 15 25.6 
-"9465 2004 8 16 0.0 
~ELSE '")rlr',;, 
-..;v- 8 17 0.0 
49L65 2004 8 18 0.0 
i,=·LCE 2004 8 19 O.C 
.;.S4S5 2004 8 20 0.0 
LS.!65 2004 8 21 0.0 
.: __ ~_[.'_::: LC<)~ 8 22 15.3 
.::.~4e·E 2C:A 8 23 D~C 
~?,.;65 2004 8 24 2.0 
49465 2004 8 25 0.0 
.:::,8465 2004 8 26 0.0 
42!.6C 2004 8 27 0.0 
.;S.:;-e: 20~~- s 28 0.0 
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Hospita!_Kemaman 
Yee.' 1\ilonth Jay Rainfall --, 
' 2:~~,-:: ( 08-0B iVtST ' I I I ( mm ,, ! 
.:,~.::;6E t;·..;..;"- c 29 0,0 
..::._~.::,2: 28·J4 6 30 8.0 
~-?..:.EE 2':C:I4 8 31 0.0 




2 ,., :; '..,i.V 
.::~.::.:.~: 2::J!J4 2 3 0,0 
43465 2004 9 4 0,0 
:.,~~c:: 2DQ.::: 9 5 0,0 
-'-"·c"-r:.-: 
.......... -., 
.:.. ... ..;-r e 6 0,0 
:.:.s-.::,e: 2C<)~ e 7 0,0 
-
::,;;; 




.;;t8'; 2004 9 10 0.0 
4;4.6::: 2CC4 8 11 0.0 
-
,._. 
..:.-~~- : 2· -, -~-:-:--
-
~:.i._.C: L:'·jL, c '13 0.0 
49465 2004 9 14 0,0 
49.d,.65 2004 9 15 0,0 
c,~ . .::;e:: 2004 9 16 0,0 
~sc.ae 2004 9 17 0,0 
Lf-465 2004 9 18 15,0 
42-465 2004 9 19 0,0 
49465 2004 9 20 0,0 
4SLC:5 2004 9 21 0.0 
ce.::,s:; 2004 9 22 0,0 
..;;-428 2004 s 23 0,0 
4S465 2004 9 24 0,0 
49465 2004 9 25 0,0 
_,;,;.:,.35 2004 9 26 0,0 
-,~.:.:.: :.;:~·:;.::_. 9 27 0,0 
.:..~ . .::.2-C- 2004 9 28 0,0 
4S.:cS:: 2004 8 29 0,0 
4-2465 2004 9 30 0,0 
49":-6: 20QL 10 1 18,6 
L; . .::.e.:. 2004 10 2 0,0 
;_,;.;e.:: 2004 iO 3 0.0 
43465 2004 10 4 0,0 
49465 2004 10 5 0,0 
L946E 2004 10 6 0,0 
.:.;;-<~co 2004 10 7 0,0 
.::.3425 2004 10 8 28,6 
4So::;25 2204 lO 9 0,0 
£,S.;,C5 2004 10 10 0.0 
43L65 2004 10 11 0,0 
.:,:;cos 2804 10 12 0,0 
:.,;L,s: 
I 
2DC:4 '0 13 0,0 
,;465 2QQL, 10 14 0,0 
49465 2004 10 15 0.0 
48465 2004 10 16 0.0 
43t.;-65 20QL 10 17 0,0 
.:r&'".es 2.J04 10 18 67.5 
~2-..:..:.:: ~ .. -,,... / "n 19 ' c. _.;. '-'·-·"'f 1,-.' '--'·''-' 
.:..:.:.63 2CD4 10 20 0,0 
49466 2004 10 21 86.0 
- '>·.-
-:-;-_-c-:. 2DOc ',,0 22 0.0 
.:.:;..::;c:: 2·2G4 10 23 37.5 
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Hospital_r(emaman 
Month Day Ra:r-.7ei! i 
( 06-08 iv1ST ) I 
4;45~5-r~2~0~074~r-~10~-+----~2~4~---+--~';;;~i I 
49465 2004 10 25 57.2 
4=L65- 2004 1 0 26 b4 ,0 I 
~c-~a:: 2-:<l.; '! o 27 62.6 1_ 
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\" e-e,~ i\~onth Jay Rainfaii 
-~::r.;~c ( 08-05 I\·1ST ·. i 
( mm ' 
' 
r19 .:.=-.::-25 2:<)4 12 0.0 
'·8a65 2004 'i2 20 8.8 
L9t.SE 2004 '" I 21 :2.4 '" 
..::.2t_.65 2'J:J,t 12 I 22 32.4 
~S-43!: 20C4 :2 23 18.6 
LS~·OE· 2004 '" •< 24 20.4 
49465 2004 12 25 44.5 
~;.:eE. 2004 12 26 27.5 
... ; . .:::;·:: 2::.:4 ·:2 27 0.0 
t:.'.:L(;-: 20'JL; ·:~ 22 D.O 
.::::~,:.: ..:. ~·-·'-• ·£. 29 D.O 
.:..,:;.:..,c.: 2. -~.].::, 12 30 0.0 
;.;,246: I 2004 12 31 5.0 
"-_ .. ~-~ .. c: -~r"-."1; £.v·-·,_· 0.~ 
~:-:-.:_.::: ~:::::: 2 0 0 
-·-.;,.~ . ..:.,CC 2~()5 3 0 (', 
·" 
49465 2005 4 0.0 
49465 2005 5 0.0 
I 49~-6-5 2005 6 0.0 
.;.S465 "'r-n'" 
.::"' .... :: 7 0.0 
4E·.::.:.63 2005 8 115.7 
.:;;1.·,s5 2005 9 0.0 
49465 2005 10 0.0 
o:-.2.-:::.e: 2005 11 1.7 
'-T~'"-'Cb 2QJ5 12 0.0 
£;;.:;.65 2005 13 0.0 
4S465 2005 14 0.0 
49465 2005 15 0.0 
<i8465 2005 16 0.0 
LS4C6 2005 17 0.0 
.:s.:;2.s 2005 18 0.0 
.:.;S.:'~\35 2C'0i: 19 0.0 
.:~f~C5 2005 20 0.0 
~3465 2005 21 0.0 
.::-£.::.e: ·,..,,n;:; ,;;_ ....... 22 0 .a 
..::,;"'c: 2GJ5 23 1 '•.3 
0:,~455 20·J5 24 0.0 
49465 2005 25 0.0 
.;9485 2005 26 0.0 
.;.?4SC 2005 27 0.0 
.;s.-:::.s.: 2C05 28 0.0 
43.::,65 2006 29 0.0 
40465 2005 30 0.0 
L9460 2005 31 0.0 
LS4C5 2005 2 1 0.0 
..::,;.:: .. ee 2805 2 2 0.0 
.:,.:452: 2CD5 2 3 0.0 
49465 2005 2 4 0.0 
49465 2005 2 5 0.0 
"·2.:: .. eE 2005 2 6 0.0 
4?-425 2C05 2 7 o:o 
,:,.;.::.:::, 2D06 2 8 0.0 
.::.;;.:;es 2005 2 9 0.0 
49465 2005 2 10 0.0 
.;;.::~as 20C5 2 11 0.0 
~~ 2~85 2 12 0,0 
P5ge 27 
Hospiiai_Kemaman 




\ mm ) 
·~~-------
"D'"',..-r--:;~.;.05 ~0~~ I 2 13 8.8 49465 2 14 0.0 
.:;=L,s.:: 2QQS I 2 15 0.0 
.::.S.>;-0:: 2005 2 16 O.G 
LS4C5 2C05 2 17 0.0 
..:::,.St:,65 2005 2 18 0.0 
~E46.5 2005 2 19 0.0 
..:..~.::.:.2:- 2CD5 2 20 0.0 
...:.!::.::.':'::- 2CJ·JS 2 2! O.C' 
.:.;S.:;CC 2~<:E 2 22 ·' ' 
.::.~·43:; 2 1~::)5 2 23 0.0 
49465 2005 2 24 0.0 
.::.s~e::. 2005 2 25 0.0 
..:.:.=..:; .. ;:, 2C<:: 2 26 0.0 
.::::.:·.e:: 2C'C!3 2 27 0.0 
.::...;-.:..,.;: '";.-.. ~.;:; 2 28 0.0 .:.· ... _,-
.::,5.::.65 2005 3 1 0.0 
i 49465 2005 3 2 0.0 
.::,;.::.ss 2005 3 3 0.0 
~;.:..,e.: 2:)05 3 4 3.8 
.:.;.'::;·.:.,.c.: 2JQ5 3 5 i 5.2 
49465 2005 3 6 1A 
49465 2005 3 7 0.0 
t,S-"65 2005 3 8 0.0 
t;.;46C 2006 3 9 0.0 
! 
4f:465 2005 3 10 0.0 
4S465 2005 3 11 0.0 
49465 2005 3 12 0.0 
"9465 2005 3 13 0.0 
'-9465 2005 3 14 0.0 
LS465 2005 3 15 0.0 
49465 2005 3 16 8.3 
49465 2005 3 17 0.0 
t;?465 2005 3 18 0.0 
.:,;o::,ec 200-5 3 19 0.0 
,:,g.::,ce. 2G06 0 20 0.0 
~:o..,o-:. 2-J05 0 21 0.0 
cS'i65 2005 3 22 0.0 
4S.:l6E 2005 3 23 0.0 
.:.s.:;.e: 2DOE 3 24 0.0 
4S4C5 2005 3 25 0.0 
43465 2005 3 26 0.0 
49465 2005 3 27 24.8 
t.;.;es 2005 3 28 0.0 
4;465 2005 3 29 0.0 
.:.9~6.: 
' 
2005 3 30 2.4 
.:,;:.:,es ::c:s 3 31 o.c 
! 
~;.:;e::;. 2005 4 1 0.0 
49465- 2005 4 2 12.5 
.:.:;.:,t:s '"'(1!"1;:;; /!-.;._!..__ 4 3 0.0 
..;.;,:A;C 2C:,OE 4 4 1 3".5 
t,;.(,C5 2005 4 5 95.6 
49465 2005 4 6 0.0 
49465 2005 4 7 0.0 
4246::: 2005 4 8 0.0 









































































































































































































































j' 2-S.i lv'lonth J&y Rain fa:! 
.:;·;; ,lt { 08-05 lvi-s·~· 
mm 
~ -~-:[ 2.;; c -- '~'{"" 2·::::-: 7 31 0.0 
.:..;,;,e3 2005 a ·"" ,.u 
~-~..:,e: 2005 8 2 0.0 
.:..:~-::· 2C~;;: 5 3 0.0 
..,;;.;ec 2·:·JE . 4 C.2 
.:,~.;,~2: ~C-05 5 5 0.0 
i 48465- 2005 8 6 0.0 
-48LC5 2005 8 7 0.0 
~-~·..::e.s 2005 8 8 0.2 




<:,;·.::,c: L."..;::;- 0 11 0.0 
.::..;4ec 2005 8 12 0.0 
.:.,2.;.2:: 20CE 8 13 0.0 
..:.,:;L.~C :;::~o.: . 14 ·~.0 
.L,;..,ac 2C·O: 0 15 0.0 
49465 2005 8 16 0.0 
49465 2005 8 17 0.0 
::;9425 200-5 8 18 7.4 
t.,'ti4C·5 ""'("\""_·-L.u\.10 6 19 0.0 
.:,2.-::.cs 2005 8 20 0.0 
'"'~46: .::..;vo 0 21 0.0 
4S463 2005 8 22 23.8 
;;.,::~e: 20CE 8 23 3.6 
.:..~ .:,::: ~~··,.)::· . 24 0.0 
..__;..:._.CC .::'~i..': 5 25 O.J 
43465 2005 8 26 0.0 
49465 2005 8 27 6.6 
43465 2005 8 28 0.0 
.:.;.:;: .. :-c:: 2005 8 29 7.0 
4246~ 2005 8 30 0.0 
'.-~4CC 2006 5 31 4.0 
4346-5 2005 9 1 1.2 
49465 2005 9 2 0.0 
4S46E 2005 9 3 11.0 
L,9~-6E 2005 8 4 0.2 
.;SC6.5 '"·nnt:. £.""'-' s 5 1.2 
49465 2005 9 6 0.2 
49485 2005 9 7 14.6 
.:.;.c,sc 2005 g 8 0.2 
c,s.:\e.s 2005 9 9 0.0 




4-9465 2005 9 12 0.2 
L;;.;cs 2QOE 9 ',3 0.0 
i;.~:.::.c:: 2005 ~ 14 60.6 
"3.;65 2805 s i5 0.0 
49465 2005 9 16 5.8 
49465 2005 9 17 13.0 




1;2.se.: 2005 9 20 0.0 
.::.~.: .. c: 2CC,6 8 21 5.4 
£:.9465 2005 9 22 0.6 
"s;:;es 2005 9 23 7.0 
.:.,;43~ 2005 9 24 4.6 
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Hospitai_Kemaman 
l621 iv1onth Day Kaird5ii 
::::~.-:: ( 08-08 1·,1ST ) 
~i:CU-"-J ;~--~-r~--" 2'~-c= 
-
25 J!.C 
..,~ . ..:,25 ,.,,...,... -,t.',_:vo s 26 0.0 
,:,;46E 2005 9 27 0.0 
~-
- :;-·--- :z-:::._c::: s 28 0.0 
-
;,~ 
:-.-- z:->: e 29 O.D 
.:, .. :.:,-::: ~·=<): 
= 
~'.) C.C 
.::,~.LC-5 ~JC16 r . 2.4 ...... 
..::,::.:,-e: 20C·5 -,o 2 0 t"'1 
.:;_;.::.ss 20C5 10 3 0.0 
.:..:~.::,:3 2C:05 ~0 4 0.0 
.:,.S4C5 2JD5 -,:: 5 ~ 3.6 
..:-;~46:5 2006 1 c 6 44.0 
43465 2005 10 7 8.4 
.c.~.:.:.e: 2CQ5 10 8 0.0 
~ .. ~--:: 2·:·:-: : 'y' 
= 
22.E 
.:.,?.:...:.: 22J5 ,..; 10 0.2 
.::,.~.,eCE 2085 :o 1 1 2.0 
.<::.;~e::. 2005 10 12 0.4 
42465 2005 10 13 17.0 
..:::.S46C 2005 10 14 4.5 
4&..;ee: 2005 10 15 0.4 
.:.,S,;;,C5 2005 ~0 16 36.6 
49465 2005 10 17 0.0 
49465 2005 10 18 1.8 
~-9.:::55 20J5 10 19 4.2 
..:,;.;55 2005 ~0 20 3.2 
.::~;.;;e: zc;,o:: 10 21 0.0 
~ .. ;; . .-..c: 
' 
20:J5 10 22 2.2 
.:,84CS 2005 10 23 0.2 
- ~· ;:: ;; ~ ::-~-·-·- LCOE ':0 24 C.8 
.:,_;.;..c=- ""''~~ k-v-..- ; 0 25 2.2 
..,.;-::,65 2005 I 0 26 14.0 
49465 2005 10 27 11 .8 
49465 2005 10 28 2.0 
49465 2005 10 29 0.2 
,:;S4Ci: 2005 10 30 '1.6 
4;::.:;60 2005 10 31 14.0 
48L:.55 2005 1 1 0.0 
.::cS4eE 2005 1 1 2 17.0 
.. ;;.:::.e: 2005 1 1 3 0.0 
~::.:::e:: 2CDE -, 1 4 0.0 
.:._.::..::,65 
' 
2005 i '! 5 46.6 
.:;;:-:.<:.;.65 2005 1 1 6 13.8 
49465 2005 1 1 7 0.8 
.::.;-':6i5 2005 11 8 04 
~2 . .:.;65 200:3 ': j 9 0.6 
4~~e: 2D05 1 -, 10 0.6 
i:.S.::,25 2C06 1 1 11 2.4 
49t,.65 2005 1 1 12 0.0 
~9465 2005 11 13 13.6 
I .:::~.: .. e:: 2COo ~ 1 14 0".0 I 
-"7(:'-_·:::: L.C-.::6 -, 15 0.0 I 
-";'~.:.,::;::: 2·205 " ., 16 0.0 I 
49465 2005 1 1 17 1.6 
~~t,CE 2005 11 18 6.6 




Year Month Day Rainfall 
:; ... -... ,.. 
~ ·' .! ,..., ( 08-08 MST ) 
' r':im ) \
L~.:: .. c: 20-86 "1 1 20 i34 . .2 
~.~ . .::.e.: :z:,·:-: 'I ~ 21 EA.6 
.c,s.;ec 2fV'It:: v'•.J._, 11 22 285.4 
~·-:::-:':::. 2~:: i: 23 54.4 
;:.,.:: .:::: ;: ·: ~ 24 -
--·· ·• 
::.-:-:-: --c-.-,~ 25 C.'2 -'-'-'v-
:.,;:..::,6-: :2CJC6 'j'', 26 4.0 
4S460 2005 11 27 87.4 
:..~L2;' 200: 11 28 4.0 
--=..: .. e~ .2::c:: 2S '13.6 
..,.e:.::: 2C05 11 30 0.0 
,.;.::.e.: 2C·0E ':2 1 'i .8 
.:.::4C8 2005 12 2 '12.6 
.o;s.::.e: 2005 12 3 0.0 
.:::-2.::.2::: :::::·:·:: 'i2 4 2.4 
LS~es "'"~"~i:: ~-._,-,_-,_; 12 5 59.2 
.:.,;L66 2005 12 6 2.2 
49465 2005 12 7 0.4 
.;;4ec 2005 12 8 0.2 
.::.~i.e.s 2CD5 12 9 0.4 
,-;.;.::.e: "'(1f"';;; L~;.;. ... i2 10 0.4 
.;..:.:;eo 2006 ~2 11 0.2 
42.;,65 2005 12 12 10.2 
.:,.3465 2005 12 13 0.4 
' 
<S.:: .. e5 2005 12 14 24.6 
.::s4es 2005 '!2 15 3.2 
.:;3465 2005 12 16 132.2 
49465 2005 12 17 190.8 
49465 2005 12 18 86.6 
~;;.::c~ 2C~5 12 19 1.2 
_:.::.:,.CE 2C·J5 IL 20 0.0 
.:;2.::;::: 2SC5 12 21 1, .4 
f. .. t:~:::: .2C<J: 12 22 21.0 
LS46E 2005 12 23 11.2 
Lt-L:.C2 2005 12 24 47.8 
.;~~{::: 2JOE ~2 25 40.2 
.::,~""'65 2005 ':2 26 5.2 
4S465 2005 12 27 0.6 
49465 .2P05 12 28 0.0 
4St;65- 2005 12 29 0.2 
I ,o,;LQ5 2005 12 30 0.0 
.:;s:.t:-e:- 2005 :2 31 15.0 
Total 13480.0 




Nc:e : MST ~ !Via.iaysian Standard Time 
~=, c':cc -23.2- Trace ( Ra;nfall amount less than 0.1 millimetr.e) 
.".S :s::-,,:aii ai:l·::,Lnt ( J80G ~ 0800 MST) for a particular Gay is ·the amount 
"--.... .2-·::-·:sG ::..:··,-2-( ·:: .. :-:-- _2.:;,- :--:-:.·:...-_: ~er!o;J beginning from 0800 s.m. on :hs.t dey:. ;=-or sxample, 
:ns :·s.;!V :s_!nfE.i! srnoJnt Tor 25th. December, 2004 is the amount collected over the 












OPTION A- COSMIC ACCORD 
BILL OF QUANTITIES 
Description 
Toe Drain 
Rockfill maximum size 200mm 
Wrapped around with terram 100 geotextile 
filter material or eauivalent 
Backfilling with suitable material 
Turf mattress secured by U-shaped staples 
Closed turfing 
Sealing of gap with sand 
1 
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(tf( h ({£1 
~~, l :r ~..f 5-'r 
/ ,, · . .J \ ... , s: ./~ ~--d . 
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FAISAL,ABRAHAM dan AUGUSTIN Sdn.Bhd. 
). 20-J, JALAN 2B(70A, 
:SA SRI HAATAW.S, 
)480 KUALA LUI.IPUR. ~ ~ : OJ - 2.3006699, OJ - 2,}006688 





\UANTAN- KERTEH RAILWAY PROJECT 
RECTIFICATION WORKS -SHEET 2 
( CH 26325.00m TO CH 27000.00m ) 
OPTION A 
OAAWING NO • 











ON ANY CROSS SECTION THE RECTIFICATION WORKS SHOULD C·--------------------, 
ONE SIDE OF THE EMBANKMENT ONLY. 
INSTALL TEMPORARY SHEET PILE WALL. 
i. REMOVE THE SUPPED LOOSE OR SOFT UNSUITABLE MATERIAL. 
START BENCHING AS SHOWN ABOVE. F SHEET PILE TO MAINTAIN THE TRACK LEVELS AND 
• TO REINSTATE TO ORIGINAL LEVELS. 
BASE OF ROCKFILL TO BE CHECKED AND APPROVED PRIOR TO TAKE A RIGOROUS DAILY MONITORING OF LEVELS AND 
OF ROCKFILL. MIT IT FOR REVIEW. 
ROCKFILL TOE WRAPPED AROUND BY GEOTEXTILE. TAKE OUE DILIGENCE DURING THE EXTRACTION OF 
PROGRESSIVE LAYERS OF SUITABLE FILL MATERIAL TO REQUIRE SHEET PILES TO AVOID EXCESSIVE SETTLEMENT AS 
TRIM THE SLOPE & INSTALL TURF MATTRESS TO MANUF ACTURIHE SPECIFICATION. 
UP TO SHEET PILE. 
CLOSE TURFED. 
l. REMOVAL OF SHEET PILE PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTING SHEET PILE 
OPPOSITE SIDE OF THE EMBANKMENT. 
I. AFTER REMOVAL SHEET PILE ANY GAP TO BE SEALED WITH Sl 
TO BE RECONSTRUCTED AND COMPLETED AS PER ITEM 7 ABO' 
FAISAL,ABRAHAM dan AUGUSTIN Sdn.Bhd. 
No. 20-J, JAL.\H 28/70A, 
DESA. SRI HAATAMAS, 
lOUND LEVEL 
JANTAN- KERTEH RAILWAY PROJECT 





















OPTION B - OGP 
BILL OF QUANTITIES 
Description 
I m thick approved frictional cohesive fill wih 2 
layers oftensar BXl geogrid at 0.5m spacing. 
Cohesive fill 
Tensar BXl Geogrid 
500m thick compacted sand base layer 
I OOOm x 500mm thick compacted sand drainage 
strip at 0.5 m spacing 
600mm thick wall with 200m down granite rock 
fill with 1:3 cement sand mortar. 
300mm cube gravel fill with 75mm dia. UPVC 
weep holes at 2m c/c pipe to be wrapped with filter 
membrane on unexposed side 
Tensar BXI geogrid at 0.5m spacing 
Tensar UXJ geogrid at 0.5m spacing 
Well compacted approved frictional cohesive fill 
Closed turfing 
French Drain 
20mm single size aggregate wrapped with 
geotextile with IOOmm dia. Perforated pipe 
wrapped with geotextile 
600mm wide x 300mm deep Berm Drain 
Cascade Drain 
0.9m X 0.9m Sump 
200mm Mortar Slope apron underlaid with filter 
membrane 
1 
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Construction of infrastructure and foundation for Thermal Storage Tank, Gas District Cooling 
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Total length BX1 = 2031 + 2083 = 
Total length UX1 = 2031 + 2083 = 
Ri ht 

























Total Length Height nos of layers Ave Total Length 
2.745 5.49 
460.768 5.441 478.808 
2.696 5.392 
336.3 5.255 394.125 
2.559 5.118 
322.8 4.539 340.425 
1.98 3.96 
335.925 3.91 293.25 
1.93 3.86 
307.5 3.961 297.075 
2.031 4.062 




Geogrid ( Detail B ) - Tensar BX1 Geogrid at 0.5 spacing 
Section Chainage Distance Ri ht Left Height nos of layers Ave Total Length Height nos of layers Ave Total Length 
A 26337 2.831 6.662 2.746 6.492 
88 6.236 548.768 6.442 566.896 
B 26425 2.405 5.81 2.696 6.392 
75 5.484 411.3 6.254 469.05 
c 26500 2.079 5.158 2.558 6.116 
75 5,304 397.8 5.538 415.35 
D 26575 2.225 5.45 1.98 4.96 
75 5.481 411.075 4.911 368.325 
E 26650 2.256 5.512 1.931 4.862 
75 5.103 382.725 4.98 373.5 
F 26725 1.847 4.694 2.049 5.098 
75 4.572 342.9 4.746 355.95 
G 26800 1.725 4.45 1.697 4.394 
2494.568 2549.071 
Total length BX1 = 2495 + 2549 = 5044 m 
Section Chainage Distance Ri ht Left Height Width Area Volume Height Width Area Volume 
A 26337 2.831 3 8.493 2.745 3 8.235 
88 691 718 
B 26425 2.405 3 7.215 2.696 3 8.088 
75 504 591 
c 26500 2.079 3 6.237 2.559 3 7.677 
75 484 511 
D 26575 2.225 3 6.675 1.98 3 5.94 
75 504 440 
E 26650 2.254 3 6.762 1.93 3 5.79 
75 461 446 
F 26725 1.846 3 5.538 2.031 3 6.093 
75 402 419 
G 26800 1.726 3 5.178 1.697 3 5.091 
3047 3125 
----·--
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~ r20Dmm THK. MORTAR 
: ~ / STONE APRON 
-1------rF; ---~ 
I % . 
I 
I 
I lmm WlOE CASCADE DRAIN 
600 WIDE CASCADE DRAIN 
PLAN OF BERM DRAIN, 
sc~ 
- ~n!:!£. GRO. lEVEL 
--\ 
~ ,--~- ~ j I L EXISTING- GRD. 
EXISTING D~AIN _/\.__ ~~- . --..,.. DISCHARGE TO 
. . ~ mw - LOW lAYING AREA 
SECTION 
SCALE ~0 
)\ 200mm THK, MORTAR 
7 
STONE APRON 







1 OOmm THK. CONC. 
WITH BRC A6 
E-xiSTING GRD. LEVEL 1>!;!!!:!11~/llP~~~~~~""'~~!Ei;v -- -- -- :V;)')/}5?,-}% ~- o,a.o~m/~"[o"'''n""" y~ 
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FOR GENERAL NOTES REFER 00/G, NO, -
<II 0"16'10-cv -oo-oo 1 









TENSAR 8X1 GEOGRIO AT 0.5m --..,. 
SPACING. REFER. DETAIL 'A' 
LEFT 
3m (MIN.) 1.2m 
5.0m C/C 
200mm THK. >.lQRTAR 
STONE APRON 
600mm THK. WAll WITH 200mm DOWN ~ 
~~~~0~~£~ FILL WITH 1:3 CEMENT lCH DRAIN AT LEFT SIDE OF TRACK 
75mm 111 UPVC WEEP HOLES AT 2m 
PiPE TO BE WRAPPED WITH FILTER 
MEMBRANE ON UNEXPOSED SIDE 
REFER DETAIL. 'C' 
c/c. 
TYP 1 CAL CRO~ 
EXISTING GRO. LEVEL 
-~~~~-
200mm THK. MORiA 
STONE APRON 
SCALE I: 50 
SECTION 




1.2m 200mm Thl:. MOfnAR STONE APRON 
Turf•ng shell be clcse turf and placed immediately upon completion 
of the slope end in a manner as shown in \he drawings. 
Turf shall be well water until they ore established. 
~ 
All 'drainage, including, berm drain, cascading step drain and. 
toe drain Sh<~ll be constructed in occordon~e with th~ drowinas 
and shall be suitably loid to ensure elfecti"e droinog~ to outfall 
SPECIAl 1ST WORK 
Cootro~lor shell eogooe specioliel s<.rbconlrocior with no! 
l~ss than 1 D years c;perien~e lor oil specialist works. 
DESIGN CRITERIA 
1. ~e~i;;i 9 ~tr1~1:gt:1 o1t2~E~;:r~ ~~oj8~. moleriol shall hove 
2. Global slope ~lobir•!y shoJI not be less lhcn 1.25 
J. loco.! slope stability shall not be less \hon 1 .20 
4 Internal slobili!y of g~ogrid block sholl nol be 
less then 1.35 
Stobilily of geogrid block against sliding shall 
not be less than 1.50 
6. Design rainfall dolo shoJI be based on 1~92 - 2003 
record or o\her known worst condition. 
CONSTRUCTION SAFETY 
Co,lroclor sholl ensure solely of work ot oil times. 
METHOD "'TATFMENT 
Contractor sholl subn1il method slolement of war~ and 
obtain Engineer"s Approval before commencement of war• .. 
REVIS I ON 
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• • N 
N 
'- ~ 
NEW DRAIN ___/' 
DATUM R.L. - O.OOm 
EXISTING GROUND LEVEL (m) ~ ~ 
N 
DISTANCE (m) R • ~ 
1-
DATUM R.l. = O.OOm 
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DATUM R.L. = O.OOm 
EXISTING GROUND LEVEL (m) 
DISTANCE (m) 
DATUM R.L. = O.OOm 
EXISTING GROUND LEVEL (m) 
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0 0 0 DISTANCE (m) 
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DATUM R.L. = O.OOm 
LEVEL (m) ' ~ i EXISTING GROUND 
' 2 2 " " I  " ~ ~ 




















DATUM R.L. - O.OOm 
EXISTING GROUND LEVEL (m) ;;;;;; 
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y l• " II w 
N(W CONCRETE DRAIN TO 
MATCH EXISTING DRAIN 
"" 
-- .. _ -4.'.'--
EXISTING DRAIN TO BE 
RELOCATED 
·-.. .. , -L.,.,, -·- "-
=-t=- - .-- - - '- -' .. , IJIIf 
S !l 5. 850 - SUMP INVERT LEVEL 
OIL 5. 900 - DRAIN INVERT LEVEL 
- 500mm WIDE CASCADING DRAIN 
- 600mm WIDE BERM DRAIN 
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Topic assigned to students 
Preliminary Re-rcl! Work 
Submission of Preltminary Report-Draft 
R~ew by Supervisor 
Arnend!FHII'It ot Prenmtnary Report 
Submission of Preliminary Report-Amended 
Projec:tWork 
Literature rev1ew 
CollecnontAcquisitlon of Data & Information 
Data Review/Analysis 
Submission of Progress Report-Draft 
R~ew by Supervisor 
Amertdmentol' Progress Report 
Submission of Progress Report-Amended 
Project Work eorrtlnue 
Literature review 
CollectionJAcquislt1on of Data & Information 
Initial design and construction analys]s 
DeterminatlOn offailure(s} mode -Part I 
Submission of Final Report-Draft 
Review by Supervisor 
Amendment of Fln.al Draft 
Preparation for Oral PreaentaUon 
Submission of Final Report to coordinator 
'---~-'~-~-__!_______ G'' ''j"" w11" ;s-"-'"'-'-'"' "'§l!_leJ• w<>Lmisili!IT-'Yll'' ""'"'' wl> "i<ls!ffitwlTW"s'"'illfiFTsiSThffi'Wl> "'siSMITWT!lfi'l>:'"itw"fWl~fWifr,wslMJJ-"'i!J'Jl'ill!Mh """ ;rn,'-l'!JUiliJfJ§J. 5 da~s Mon 112l/OO Fri 1/tt/ll!l i i 
2days Mon 1123100 Tue 1124106 ·t 1~ I 
3 days Wed 1126/06 Frlt/27/06 i . I ' 
6 days Mon 1130106 Mon 216/061 1130 T 12/6 
0 days Wed 2/B/06 Wed 2/B/061 +-,218 I I 
1 day Wed 216106 Wed 2flli06 i 2/8 ~216 
1 day Thu 219106 Thu 219/061 219 [1219 
I I 
Frl 2/101061 -~ 
Fd JJ10106 
Odays Fri 2110/06 
20daya Mon 2113106 
20 days Mon 2/13/06 
15 davs Mon 2113/06 




1 -21t I~ 
-~ -
o davs Thu 3116106 Thu 3118106 i 
3 days Thu 3116/06 Men 3120/061 
3 day~ Tue 3121106 Thu 31231061 











Frl3124108 Mon 4J24106 i 
Fri 3124106 Mon 4/24/00 I 
Frt 3124/06 Thu416/06 














3116 T c-'13120 
3121 '43123 












412 ' ' 514! 
.: Fri 515/061 
Frl 5151061 '-·'ir_j] I!] Oral Presenlation 0 days Ffi 515106 
, ___ ---~-··-·---~~-~~---·----··--·----~---------L ______ -----
41 
--~--------~~-~__j 
Pre]&<:!' Flrnll YesrPn>jact 1 
'"" 
,----~ 'l Progress summary Rolled Up Critical Task ,-----~ Rolled Up Progress Extemal Tasks Group By Summary 
ReYislon: Ela86llne Critit:a!Task ~---·~--·-l Milestone 
• 
Rolled Up Taak I I Rolled Up Milestone 0 Spl~ Projecl Summary 
-
Deadline 
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